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e members of the Rockland
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Town Meetings

' < THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
CHINA
’
Honorary Editor, WM. O. PULLER
Willis W. Washburn was elected
Editor-In-Chief, prank A. WINSLOW
town
clerk for the 60th year and
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
thanked the voters for giving him
a chance to serve them for another
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable
year. Only two voters tso far as
The Rockland'Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier he knew) are living who took in the
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Pres« town meeting 00 years ago—Au
was established In 1865 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune These gustus Wiggin, who is now 101
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
e
years old. and William Webber, the
latter being present.
William
Cole was chosen Moderator, How
[EDITORIAL]
ard Puller, G. Wayland Jones and
Delbert Gerry, selectmen, assessors,
overseers of the poor and fire
GOODBYES TO SOLDIERS
wiards;

Maine has been saying goodbye this week to military units
bound for Southern training grounds, and giving the boys an
appropriate and enthusiastic sendoff. Tears have flown, and
the partings have all had a tinge of sadness, but it is well to
remember that this is a peacetime Army which, we all hope,
Will never be called into active service. And the year allotted
for military training is going to benefit physically every man
who goes into it. And those of us who have passed life’s me
ridian know how quickly a year passes.
PULLING ALL STRINGS

Adolf Hitler’s desperate attempt to subjugate the Balkan
countries and to wean away from Great Britain the support
of its only overseas allies. Greece and Turkey, shows that the
lines are being formed for Germany’s supreme effort. The
intricacies of European politics are beyond the understanding
of the average American and the salvation of the democracies
seems sometimes to rest on a frail foundation. Turkey has
long been regaraded as the friend of Great Britain and
Greece, but the position of this comparatively small power is
so precarious that we watch the crucial developments with our
“fingers crossed” as the street saying goes. Invasion of Bul
garia by the German troops means tremendous pressure upon
Greece, but the plucky little nation which has so amazed the
entire world, gives every indication of remaining steadfast. It
would afford some comfort if the friends of the democracies
knew just how to put their finger on Russia, but its attitude
is one of the greatest enigmas of the war There was a flicker
of hope when Stalin rebuked Bulgaria for keeping open house
to tiie Germans, but the radio commentators and the editorial
writers minimize its importance by remarking that Russia
knew all along the Bulgars intention, wthout making the least
attempt to stop it.
SALES TAX, OR ELSE—

That old bugbear the Sales Tax, bobs up again in the legis
lative halls at Augusta as a means of providing revenue which
must come from somewhere. As we have before remarked
there seems to be an objection to all of the plans thus far
advanced but objections do not provide revenue. The third
month of the session wears along with no solution to the prob
lem in sight.
THOMASTON HONOR PUPILS
Tiie honor students of the Senior
Class of Thomaston High School
are Valedictorian, Marion Burkett;
salutatorian, Virginia Poster; first

“KNOX COUNTY ON PARADE"
A MOTION PICTURE

Showing the Industrial and Recreational Activities
Of Knox County In 1940
Two Full Hours of Brilliant Entertainment

Filmed and Presented By The

KNOX COUNTY CAMERA CLUB
In Full Natural Color

FRIDAY, MARCH 7
ADMISSION: ADULTS 35c; STUDENTS 20c.
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too, when you
se our "Mcasur*
he Ford has the
he greatest total

Stock Reduction
SALE

i, and you'll find
s unmatched and
igain for ’41!

THIS REALLY
[big 1941 FORD!
ive minutes with
easuring Stick!”

To make room for our new stock of
Console Pianos, Radios, Phonographs

' the facts—first

7hen you’ll know
ic FORD outi every other lowir on more than
»r jeatures! . . ;
! . . . And bring
taentcar.We have
ou’ll like, too!

and Records now on the way we are offer
ing special inducements and trade-in al
lowances on our complete stock of—
FLOOR AND TABLE MODEL RADIOS

NO YOU’LL GET A FORD

RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH

COMBINATIONS
PORTABLES AND RECORD PLAYERS
v

W! FOR THE BEST DEAL

IR LOCAL FORD DEALER!

o.
PHONE 61

Take advantage of this opportunity to
Save. Now is the time to buy.

Get Our Prices and Terms

MAINE MUSIC CO.
397 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Labor Alone $106,000 Will Be Expended
At 9.30 yesterday forenoon Mayor Edward R. Veazie af
fixed his signature to what may well be considered the most
important document in the city’s history—the W.P.A. proj
ect known as the Rockland Municipal Airport, the prelimi
nary work on which is to cost around $600,000.
This National Defense project has been approved by the
Federal authorities in Washington, and now awaits only a
certificate of navigation facility from the Civil Aeronautic
Administration, until the receipt of which no funds can be

$500

for textbooks and supplies; $300
for miscellaneous expenses; $25 for
Theodore Roosevelt Camp S. of U.
V. for Memorial Day expenses;
$3250 for High School tuitions; $533
State Aid road construction; $1039
for third class highway mainten
ance; $500 for building road on
Route 3; $372, for street lights;
$480 for Mother’s Aid; $30 for in
terest; $200, land damage; $200 for
hose and equipment for the South
China Fire department; $50 for
public health and welfare; $50 for
advertising natural resources, ad
vantages and attractions; $100 to
help pay for school music teacher.
It was voted to authorize the se
lectmen to hire a sum not to ex
ceed $7000 in anticipation of taxes.
W. B. Bailey, C. N. Webber, Gladys
Pratt, Virginia Jones, Earl Mal
colm, Fred Small and Arthur Evans
were named budget committee.
ISLE au HAUT

MATINICUS
The Plantation meeting was
called to order by the clerk Ralph
E. Philbrook. E. H. Ripley was
elected moderator and Ralph E.
Philbrook re-elected Plantation
clerk. Orren W. Ames was elected
assessor for three years, C. A. E.
Long, treasurer, Hazel M. Young,
tax collector, Charles Durang,
schoo 1 committee, Norris Young,
truant officer, and Orren W. Ames,
constable.
Money appropriated: For Schools
$600; for text books, $40; Repairs
on schoolhouse, $130; Plantation
Charges, $300; Tuition of Scholars,
$125, Supt. of School, $100, total,
$1295.
Townmeeting was held at Dirigo
Hall Monday. Prayer was offered
by Rev. Mary Gibson, pastor of the
Community Methodist Church.
These officers were elected: Rev.
' Harold W. Nuttermoderator; Alleins W. Adams, clerk; Wyman G.
Drinkwater, Kenneth A. Plaisted
I and Fred A. Elms, selectmen; Har1 riet E. Knight, treasurer; Donald
Lucas, Frederick Cross, and Frank
! Fuller, road commissioners; Hiram
R. Davis, member of the school
committee; Ira J. Packard, collec
tor of taxes; Russell B Knight and
Ira J. Packard, constables; Russell
B Knight, fire engineer. These

FRUIT BASKETS
Made Up To Order
What is better for a
sick friend?

NAUM & ADAMS

220 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 627

PENNY CARNIVAL
JOLLY TOILERS 4-H CLUB

(Boys and Girls)
Thursday, March 6
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
SCHOOLHOUSE
Demonstrations, Program, Songs,
Two Skits, Bekno, Fortune TeUer,
Refreshments—A Dollar’s
Worth of Fun for a Penny

27*28

The Black Cat

Work Will Begin Within a Fortnight—For

Mayor Edward R. Veazie fought a
winning fight for the Airport and is
for repairs on school buildings; $450 entitled to smile.
$5600 lor common schools;

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 28.

And With Only One More Hurdle To Go

treas

SEARSMONT

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
-Ridas the other
d Out-Values AIL
30 Major Features!

Reed,

AIRPORT PROJECT IS SIGNED

urer and tax collector; Fred Plaisted, school board.
The contest for road commis
sioner was easily won by Ralph
Esancy who served last year. Con
stables, B. A. Reed, P. H. Nary and
Wallace Jones; Cony N. Webber,
auditor; E. E. Dowe, W. A. Morrell,
Kenneth Dinsmore and George
Thurston, scalers of logs; W. B,
Bailey, Winfield Martin, G. P.
Thurston; W. A, Morrell, surveyors
of wood and bark; H. L. Puller, H.
A. Austin, G. P. Thurston, B. A.
Reed, W. E. Ward, W. A. Morrell,
scalers of lumber
Voted to raise $3500 for highways
and bridges; $2600 Ifor snow re
moval; $1800 for support of Poor;

Moderator, Hollis B. Nevells;
town clerk. Jeannette F. Turner;
selectmen, assessors and overseers
of poor, Charles H. Turner, Stanley
oration, Norman Rogers; second E. Dodge, Forrest E. MacDonald;
oration, Marie Jordan.
treasurer, Fred W. Cousins; tax
collector, George A. Turner; mem
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS ber of school committee, William
WORK WONDERS
S. Rich. Amount of Appropria
tions, $4390.

SECOND SHOWING

j

Buford

THREE CENT8 A COPT
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Thursday
Issue

appropriations were made; Sohools,
$3325; roads and bridges, $5128;
health, welfare and relief, $1872;
salaries of town officers, $850; mis
cellaneous, $1823.
This budget committee was
chosen: L. H. Salisbury, Roy Spar
row Everett Heal, Mrs. Louise
Robbins, E. S. Hook, Albert Marriner, Harold Cobb, Ernest Sprowl,
Clifford Marriner, Mrs. Harriet
Wooster, Mrs. Ethel Higgins, May
nard Marriner.

Bird Is “Showered”
Camera Club Subjects
Popular Member To
Razzing On Forth
coming Event
About 30 memibers of the Knox
County Camera Club sat down to
steak and chicken dinners Tuesday
night at Webber’s Inn in Thomas
ton at the mid-Winter banquet of
that organization. It scon de
veloped that Richard P. Bird was
the guest of honor, for at his place
he found' a large portrait of him
self which had been especially
prepared for the occasion and sug
gested how “Dick” might look at
some future time. The presence of
Kenneth Wing with his banjo en
livened things with songs, stories,
jokes and poems, as only “Ken”
in his inimitable way, can do them.
After the excellent meal a large
burlap bag was produced and
President Osgood Gilbert began to
pass packages of various sizes and
shapes to Mr. Bird who suddenly
realized that the party was more
or less of a “shower" for him in
anticipation of his coming mar
riage to Miss Esther French of
this city.
Some of the articles were attrac
tive, some were useful and some
not mentioned. Mr. Bird took the
gifts in the spirit in which they
were given and was a very good
sport about it. In fact he made
a very clever speech of thanks.
Following this an original poem
was read by James Moore and
then Lucien Green Jr., and Raphel
Sherman shewed the boys a few
fancy steps. An orange sheet con
taining much valuable advice,
which had been prepared by the
older married men of the club was
read to “Dick” by Jerome C. Bur
rows and provoked considerable
laughter.
There were many cameras on
hand and flash bulbs were popping
frequently providing a permanent
and accurate record of the affair.
The rest of the evening was spent
in telling stories, poems and jokes
and listening to Kenneth Wing
and his banjo.
Final arrangements were made
for the second showing of “Knox
County On Parade,” the club’s now
famous movie, at the Community
Building, in Rockland on Friday
evening.

Percy A. Bradford, the Belfast
Democrat who was unexpectedly
elected representative to Legislature
over Clyde R. Chapman Monday is
a Commandery Mason, a Shriner
and a member of the Belfast Sons
of Veterans Camp. He is also known
in this vicinity by virtue of the
fact that he is a former locomotive
engineer, running between Rock
land, Portland and Lewiston..

IT IS NEW!!! SAVE THE CAPS!

expended.
Assurance that the project will go through, that work
will begin within a fortnight, and that it will be in readi
ness for the receipt of equipment was given from the office
of State W.P.A. Administrator John C. Fitzgerald, in Port
land, yesterday, in the course of a telephone conversation
with the Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
The site—which is on the Ash Point road in the town of
Owl’s Head—has been approved, the surveys made, and a
written plan of the project submitted.
Work will begin immediately after the certificate is re
ceived from the Civil Aeronautics Administration—prob
ably within two weeks—it was said in the Portland office,
and about 250 men will be engaged in the construction work.
These men will be obtained from Rockland, Thomaston,
South Thomaston and Owl’s Head, and, if necessary from
Camden and Waldoboro.
The task in hand will be the construction of three run
ways, each 3500 feet long, and 500 feet wide, including the
safety strip. The actual width of each runway will be 150
feet, and it will have asphalt paving. One of the ways will
run northwest and southeast, one northeast and south
west, and one north and south.
Besides the construction of the runways other matters
receiving attention will be drainage, lighting and grading
the area within the lines of the improvement area.
The total labor cost will be about $106,000.
The work will entail the excavation of 240,000 cubic
yards of earth, 5500 cubic yards of rock, 5500 cubic yards
of gravel base, 350,000 square yards of fine grading, and
22,000 feet of under drainage. This, together with the
installation of a lighting system.
A considerable amount of heavy equipment will be used,
including power shovels, large capacity trucks, compres
sors, motor graders, heavy rollers and tractor bull
dozers.”
A topographical survey of the 200-acre tract was made
during the Summer and Fall by Oscar Crockett and crew
and a profile map was made later with R. N. St. Pierre of
Portland in charge. Another survey for the establishment
of boundaries is to be made.
The land for the airport is to be furnished by the city of
Rockland, and 15 separate parcels are included in the
selected area. It is hoped that the transfers may be effect
ed harmoniously, but in the event of dispute may be taken
over under the right of eminent domain act.
Obtaining this important factor of National Defense ha3
represented a tremendous amount of work and figuring, all
of which had to be done cautiously and withoue undue haste.
It has meant sleepless nights for Mayor Veazie, who has
worked day and night to bring the project to Rockland, and
who has persevered steadily in the face of many discourage
ments. His work is entitled to the citizens’ praise and
commendation.

INTO BOMBING PLANES
Has Gone the Timely Invention Of a Rock

land Boy Now Employed In New Britain

Alfred L. Greenlaw

and his invention

The world’s most powerful bomb
ing planes, which may some day fly
to the defense of America’s shores,
will carry among their equipment
the invention of Alfred L. Green
law, a Rockland boy, who is director
of research for the Tuttle <& Bailey,
Inc.. New Britain, Conn.
The device is known as the “aerofuse outlet,” and the corporation
is amply justified in its feeling of
pride because the invention was
selected for air distribution with-

Junior Rubinstein Club

“CLARKOLA”

(HOME COOKED)

FOOD SALE
Burpee Furniture Store

12 Caps and 59c for a Glass Buffet Set
28Th37

SATURDAY, MARCH 8
10.00 O’CLOCK
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in the bombing planes cabins.

(By The Roving Reporter)

A 73-year-old farmer who had Rockland—and, of course, her dog
two hearts of normal size, has just, figures in the group.
died in Medford, Oregon. I know
of some cases where a man seemed More than 1,500,000 desk electria
fans are produced in the U. S., an
to have no heart, at all—Adolph nually according to the Census,
Hitler, for instance.
together with 900,000 electric heat
ers and approximately 1,000,000
“These are fine days for the wood heating pads and blankets.
choppers’” writes Florence Brown, Why are farm silos built ln cir
the Hope correspondent, “and they cular form? For the same reason,
are all busy either in the woods perhaps, that boilers are round—
getting it out or in their yards, fit even distribution of pressure. The
ting it to stove lengths. Nothing early silos were square, I am told,
looks any better to the housewife but the fodder did not press prop
than a huge pile of wood drying erly into the comers.
for next year’s burning."
Irl Hooper, manager of the Narragansett Hotel, has a black cat of
own—Diane by name, and that
Miss Bertha McIntosh is very|his
!
feline
believes the sun rises and
much at home when it comes to the
five-step schottische.
She can sets with this popular landlord, for
not only play it and dance it, but she pursues him wherever he goes,
can teach partners .“Can you even as Mary's little lamb pursued
imagine that!” as the little girl in Mary. Diane frequently follows her
boss into the business district, and
‘Virginia” said.
when he went into Gregory’s cloth
ing store the other day waited pa
“After reading so much about the tiently on the outside for 15 minutes
old time 5 step I cant refrain until he came out. But some folks
from telling my little bit.” writes are superstitious about black cats,
Jessie L. Robbins. “Years ago and Irl laughingly admits that they
when my sister Kath (the late Mrs. give him a wide berth when Diane
Ira Feeney) and I were kids and is around.
went to the 'Keag dances we
Miss Josephine Thorndike, when
learned tiie five-step.: No one
taught us; we just picked it up only 7 years old, went to Beethoven
from observation, and always hall, expecting to see as her first
danced it together, because there play, “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” but
were so few who did it. Believe instead no “Little Eva” ap
they thought the last two short steps peared as the play that night
difficult, but it really was not. proved to be “Ten Nights in a Bar
Evidently it’s still being done, be Room,” which was very disappoint
cause, not long ago, I saw two ladies ing to a little girl.
doing it. The music was Wood
One year ago: A Hayti corpora
cock's Orchestra.”
tion had the contract for the sur
plus catch of alewives at Warren
In the Boston Globe the other for a period of three years, paying
day appeared a picture of some of $1.02 for a packed barrel.—Herbert
the Fire Department's 50 mascots C. Newbegin was elected vice presi
—Dalmatians to be trained to scent dent of the Knox County Trust
out persons trapped in burning Company—Ida D„ widow of Albion
buildings. One of the owners shown Palmer died at her home on Knox
was Miss Louise Fiske, formerly of street, aged 82.

Rockland Lions
A pint bottle of delicious milk
from Ben Nichols’ Alford Lake
Jersey Farm, supplemented the
Lions luncheon at Hotel Thorn
dike yesterday noon and the mem
bers subsequently listened with
much interest as he set forth seme
details associated with his 15 years’
experience as a dairyman.
The neighboring Lions Clubs
were represented by’ the following
officials: Camden-tRockport, Rc”.
William E. Berger, Leon Crockett
and Richard Bond; Vinalhaven,
E. L. Glidden and Charles Webster;
Waldoboro, A D. Gray, Earle M.
Spear and; Leon Stewart.
Reports were received' concern
ing Past President Frank H. In
graham. who is a patient at Knox
Hospital; and a “get-well” card
of broad dimensions was signed
by all present.
Mr. Nichols prepared his talk
by reeding extracts from a highly
interesting magazine article on the
subject of "Milk”, an industry
whose importance may toe Judged
from the fact that dairymen rep
resent an annual revenue of $2,000,000.000 in New York State. The
necessity of milk as a diet was
seen by the early colonists who
sent back to Europe for cattle.
The dairy business shows but little
difference since the days of Abra

than any other industry,” Mr.
Nichols told the Lions. "Perhaps
more in other States than Maine,
as a great many farmers are do
ing business the same way their
fathers and grandfathers did 40
years ago. It may surprise you to
know that some fanners keep no
account books and do not know
the cost of production or whether
the business has been profitable
or unprofitable.”
Mr. Nichols told of the impor
tant functions of the Dairy Herd
Improvement Association. In 1920
the average butterfat production
per cow was 160 pounds. In 20
years it has been brought up to
180 pounds and under present con
ditions a herd is not considered
profitable unless it produces 300
pounds a year. Edw. Oreeley’s
herd in Morrill recorded a 500pound average in one year.
The difference between Grade
A milk and the ordinary run, was
explained at some length. Pour
essentials in good dairying are
clean cows, clean dairymen, clean
utensils and prompt and efficient
cooling. Grade A milk handlers
must be examined once a year by
the State Department of Health.
A guard is exercised against ty
phoid carriers.
Bacteria will develop in milk,
the speaker said, “If it is not per
fectly cooled at 50 degrees or

lower.”
ham, but science has Laugght men
The owners say of this device
A little booklet containing snap
“This truly flush type ceiling many new ways of preparing dairy shots of Mr. Nichols model dairy

diffuser is extremely light in
weight and scientifically built to
provide (1) maximum air mixture;
(2) rapid temperature equalization:
(3) perfect air distribution; (4)
total elimination of drafts. It can
be easily and naturally combined
with any type of lighting fixture.
The young inventor is a son of
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter A. Greenlaw
of 136 Talbot avenue. He grad
uated from Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology in 1935, and
soon thereafter entered the em
ploy of the New Britain corpora
tion. He displayed marked ap
titude for the work, and his keen
powers of Observation led to the
invention which Ls toeing found

products since the latter part of
the 19th century.
The first pasteurizing plant in
this country was established in
1892. Diseases common to children
began to disappear. Milk conveyed
in tank cars cover a 200 mile run
in the heat of Summer without
varying mere than one degree in
transit.
Horses are still used in the de
livery of milk and are so thorough
ly trained that the reins hang
free once *hey start on the morn
ing’s delivery Some of the horses
are ru'ber shod.
“More has been done to improve
dairy farming in the past 20 years

of special value on air planes and
wherever air-cooking and air-equal

ization devic& are used.

farm was exhibited.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
I
SEA PAUSE
We followed the low pastures till wo
reached
That gleaming rim of azure where the
sea
Swept toward the marshes and the
boats were beached
We heard the buoys ring mysteriously
Out of a soundless silence as dusk
fell.
Gilding the spruces and the country
side;
It was a moment magical and clear
That waited moon wash and the ris
ing tide.

Only those buoys far beyond the sand
Remained a whisper in that Interval,
In which the sea seemed slumbering

and the strand.
An Interval in which there seemed
to fall
A hint of what bright waters, rising
soon.
Would wear the golden signet of the
moon.

—Harold VtnaJ

Every-Other-Day
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biggest event I can recall in. the so
The Courier-Gazette
cial life of Rockville.. I think that
Mrs. Gordon was the ringleader in
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
drr'e io raise mot ey to build
GOOD OLD DAYS the
A word fitly spoken is like apples
the hall. The whole town got be
hind the movement and the hall
of gold in pictures of silver.—Prov.
OF
still
stands as a monument to the
25: 11.
Sunday hunting in unorganized cluding Rep. Peter Mills of Farm
success rl the drive.
LOCAL BANDS
territory to benefit the “laboring ington, sponsor, were for and a
1 believe that quite a good part of class and the small business man.' similar number were against the
By
Rockland In It
the funds were raised after the hall was urged by Rep. Elwood G. Kel proposal. Tlie bill met opposition
IREE MEMBER
was built by holding dances, sup ler of Hallowell. Citing many ac at a public hearing last week from
pers, parties, etc.
State Representative Frank
Will Debate Cony High , BefOre having Rockville, the day What good times we had! Meser tivities which Maine permitted on former
A.
Farrington,
Augusta Municipal
Sundays, Keller told tlie Legislative
and Lincoln Academy In, I stopped to get gas and some vey and Rackliff played for most of committee
on Legal Aifairs a bill Court judge, wh© said he appeared
candy for the girls, I took a quick the dances and Rockland was al- sponsored by him would eliminate for the Associated Industries of
Bates League
gaze around town and noted with ways well represented on the dance
“discrimination” against the thou Maine. It has been the practice of
Preliminary debates in the Maine pleasure that all the familiar scenes floor.
of licensed hunters in the some towns not to impose taxes on
In these days dancing was an art. sands
and New Hampshire high schocl di- I of 60 years ago remained unState.
Rev. Frederick Smith of some new industries.
visions of the Bates Interscholastic changed, or nearly so. The shelves Every couple on each quadrille set Waterville, executive secretary of
• • • •
Debating League are scheduled to! and counters in the Post Office executed the same figure of the
The
Legislative
committee on Ap
the Maine Christian Civic league
begin March 28. Thirty-six schools store are just as formerly, in fact dance at exactly the time, to the
propriations and financial affairs
opposed
the
measure,
saying
he
“
dis

are entered in the Maine division, ! the wnole town is refreshingly just same strain of music and took
approved a bill to increase the in
and 13 in the New Hampshire di- i about as it was when I lived there pride in doing the dance gracefully. liked extension of anything which ventory of the State Liquor Com
might
desecrate
Sunday."
vl5i<)n
I Borne day I intend to visit RcckNowadays it seems that the
• • • •
mission from $365,000 to $700,000.
Tho subject for discussion this vllle again and ask questions about couple which can do the most gro
with a committee amendment allow
year Ls Resolved: That the power the changes in residents which tesque gyrations are "tops.” I have
Representatives of several Mains ing the commission to make an ad
of the federal government should be mus; have occurred. I undertsand no quarrel with modern dance flip agricultural fairs told the legis ditional increase if and when the
increased. Each school will be rep- that Dana Sherer. a Rockland boy, flops. Let each generation dance lative Taxation committee they de Federal Government increase would
resented by one team taking the af- lives in the Alva Tolman hcuse and and live as it chooses but, to me, sired no change in the State pari be only to the amount of a new tax
firmative at home and a second here is a little yarn about Dana a floor full cf dancers who dance mutuel light harness horse racing
• • • •
team which will uphold the nega- j that may please Courier-Gazette figures easily, quietly and gracefully law, as proposed in a bill stepping
Ought To Pass—
is a much prettier sight than a up from 10 to 15 percent the com
tive away from home. The finals, readers.
Inland fisheries and game—Mak
in which the winners of the prelimiMany years ago Dana attended floor full of jitterbugs, gone jitter. mission on pools taken in at the ing it illegal to kill animals by
Who remembers the Youngtown tracks. Senator Harvey of York poisoning. Special permits may be
nary debates will compete for the the Wanen street school. As the
State championship, will be held story was told to me, Alden Tyler Orchestra, from Lincolnville? One and Frank W. Winter cf Lewiston granted for rodent detruction; per
at Bates College. The New Hamp was teaching there and had the night when Meservey and Rackliff spoke for the measure which also mitting Indians of over 18 years of
shire finals are scheduled for April reputation of being rather strict couldn't play at Union hall we got provided that the "take” for the age to trap free of charge.
11 and the Maine finals for April 18 [about pupils coming in late. Iree the Youngtown Orchestra and the State and the agricultural fairs op
Appropriations and Financial Af
Last year the championship of Member several ‘‘ice storms" that public liked the music so well that erating pari-mutuels would be 7 and
fairs
—Appropriating $1000 for the
New Hampshire went to Laconia used to be quite common in and it was engaged for many dances 8 percent, respectively, compared
maintenance
of Montpelier, replica
High School, while Portland High about Rockland in those days and it during the next year or two.
to the present 3 Vi and 6!i percent. of the home of Major General Henry
won the Maine title.
i was after a real good ice storm that
Doc Young played violin and The contention cf the opponents
Groupings for the first round de- ! Dana was late getting to school, called the dances, "Link' Young was that the present pari-mutuel Knox at Thomaston.
Motor vehicles—Fixing April and
bates include Rockland High at Au- Everything was covered with ice played clarinet and, I think, his setup was satisfactory to the fairs
October,
rather than May and No
gusta, and Lincoln Academy at i and slipping, sliding, skidding and wife played the organ while an and that any change might inter
vember,
as
the months for Inspec
falling
down
was
practiced
by
every
other
Young
played
cornet.
These
Rockland.
rupt
their
established
programs
and
tions
of
automobiles.
citizeit-who had the courage to try four musicians possessed fine voices
Motor Vehicles—Making compul
to get about. Rocks, trees, shrubs,1 and would stop playing and start cut down the gate receipts and the
PRISON SHOP TO CONTINUE
bettors.
sory the dimming of lights by night
Rumors to the effect that the sidewalks, fences, streets, were all singing without notice. Tliey were number of racing
• • • •
drivers (legislation inexpedient); a
State Prison Ls closing its uphol- coated with ice. Well, Dana was full of pep and fun and the way
reciprocal agreement granting li
The
Judiciary
committee
was
stery and painting department Were called to the carpet and asked to they could sing “Ta Ra, ra Boom de
cense
privileges to nonresident mo
deadlocked
in
reporting
out
a
bill
this morning branded as erron'eous explain why he was late. "Why,” a” was a treat. They might have
tor
vehicle
operators to the extent
making
it
illegal
for
any
munici

by Warden John H. Welch. Tlie said little Dana, “I tried to get here played in Rockville for many more
shop furnishes employment for on time but it was so slippery that dances if they had not failed to pality or legal entity to enter into the requirements in their respective
abcut 35 inmates at the present 1 walked ahead one step and show up one night. They had been contracts designed to remit or abate states, which they have met. meet
time, and will be continued as a slipped back two.”
engaged for the date and we waited taxes. Five committee memi^rs, in with requirements in this State.
This
bit
of
levity
was
not
pleasuntil 9 before we decided that they
prison industry.
ing to Mr. Tyler. He fixed a cold would not come,
ye on the boy and said, in a very j Will Brown, who lived on Lime “A Beloved Member” Semi-pro Basketball
severe tone of voice, “Very well, rock street, Rcckland was there
Two good games opened the
young man, admitting that you with his fast reading horse and he
semi-pro
basketball tournament
Bangor Sports Editor
speak tlie truth will you kindfy ex- raced to Rockland and brought
plain to me hew you managed to Meservey and Rackliff back with
Pays Fine Tribute To the Tuesday night at Community
get here at all, stepping ahead one him and I believe these two play18V CENTURY
Building, with Camden Y.M.AC.
Late John L. Thomas
step and slipping back two steps!" ers got about the biggest handclapBRITISH
defeating Camden C.C.C. 45 to 44
Like a shot little *Dana came ping in their whole career when
STRONG-MAN
Under
the
caption
“
Salmon
Club
in
the second; overtime period, ana
LIFTED WATER back with his answer. “I turned they entered the hall,
Loses
a
Beloved
Member,
”
Bill
Rccklar.d
Blue Devils winning 37
After that night it was Meservey
CASKS WEIGHING abcut and walked the other way!”
Geagan, sports editor of tlie Ban- to 31 over Union Stags.
As
told
to
me,
the
teacher
had
to
and
Rackliff
for
every
dance
held
1386 . laugh at the explanation as given in union hall. They always de- go Daily News published the fol
Heal, Richards and Fogg were
pound;.1 and—Dana escaped punishment. livered the goods, and were reliable. lowing Wednesday:
outstanding for the “Y” team,
“John Thomas died Sunday at andl for the Camp, Harris and GorThat is the incident just as told
The Lincolnville band was com
his
home in Rockland. It means , ham were the stars. The Blue
to me. I hope Dana reads it and posed largely of YourfgS, and was a
that
a grand and beloved old man Devils came from behind in the
will let us know if it is not the quite famous organization. Practicis
going
to be missing when once last few minutes to win, with
truth—It’s a good story anyway.
i ally every member was a good sing
again
the
boys storm down the ice Cates, Smith ar.d Duff playing a
Think Percy Fisk lives in-the Gus er and had a pleasing habit of singcloaked
banks
of tiie Salmon Pool
Fisk place. He is Gus's son. He ing when on a marching job. Play
to
answer
the
challenge
of the sil , great game. Esancy and Simmons
has a twin sister, Oracle, who and sing, play and sing—that was
i looking good for the Stags' cause.
ver horde April 1.
married Joe Simonton,
well the trick that got the public.
1
An accident marred the second
"For many years old John, as we
I have been told that this band
FOR POWER THAT GETS' RESULTS- known fiddler, Used to sell a lot
game,
when Heald received a dis
of sweet cider Nice dancer, too. carried off the honors in a Boston all knew him, had fished the located shoulder on a fall on the
TRY
Who doesn’t remember Joe?
parade one year. As told to me this world famous rips in all sorts of floor.
Percy had another sister, Bertha, band marched all over the Hub and weather, and many a fine silverside
The lineups:
PUTS’ MUTCLE
Winfield Robbins’ first wife. Last was cheered lustily all along the had lest in battle with the veteran
Camden “Y” (45)
Rockland sportsman.
IN YoUR Motor. I knew about present Rockville resi- line, in which were a dozen other
G.
F. Pts.
“
When
the
club
members
saw
a
dents, John Ranlett lived in the bands. Tliey fairly took Boston off
Heal,
rf
.................
8
0
16
plume
of
blue
smoke
curling
from
Clcugh house. John's father was a its feet with their playing and
Richards,
If
..........
4
19
the
chimney
on
the
warden's
cabin
well known Rockland man. He ran singing. Too bad such a band had
0
8
a seaman's shipping agency at the to go out of existence, leaving they knew that old John had ar Wasgatt, If .......... 4
rived
fcr
a
week
or
so
of
fishing.
Fcgg.
c
...»
............
10
2
comer of North Main and James naught but pleasant memories but
He used to make two or three trips Young, c ............... Oil
, streets.
such is the way of life
to the pool every season and al Ayiward, rg .......... 4
19
“Syl” Barrows lives on the old
ways stayed in the little red cabin Bagley, Ig ............. 0
0
0
Barrows homestead and Winn Rob
APPLETON
RIDGE
on
the
lip
of
the
ledge.
Bartlett,
rg
..........
0
0
bins lives on the "El” Fisk plao?.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thorndike.
"He knew every pool, rifle and
ROCKLAND, ME.
Karl Packard lives on the hill farm
run
in the great expanse cf wild
where
his
father,
Jason
used
to
live
^
r
‘
ant
^
Mrs.
Herbert
Hall
and
21
3
45
OPPOSITE PERRY’S
Dan Packard went West I believe, i dauj?ht«r Phyllis of Camden were water and handled his beat with Camden C.C.C. (44)
MAIN STREET MARKET
Old schoolmates, now’ scattered here j v^s-^°rs Sunday at (L. N. Moody’s, amazing skill and power. He
G.
F. a
and
and everywhere and | Mr. and Mrs. Clark Dearborn could do anything the younger men Harris, If ___
6
0
1.00 DUNGAREES naughtthere
but memory remains. That and' soni
Union and Mrs. Edna could do and then some. A true- Waters, rf ............ 3
3
Correctly Sized
is why "memory sketches” are born. Miller and son Jesse were recent blue sportsman. John liked1 to take McLeod, rf ........... 0
0
REINFORCED
OUR
the big sllversides, but he made no Souc er. c ............. 3
I believe that the building of i callers at Frank Hart's.
0
CROTCH
PRICE
Ladies' Union Hall was about the
A miscellaneous shower was fuss when he failed. It was all Mitchell, c ........... 0
0
FORM FITTING
----------------------------------------------- 1 given Mr. and Mrs. William Mitch fun to him. He would share his Porter, lg ............. 2
0
STRAIN POINTS
ell (Ruth- Moody) last Friday night lunch, boat or bunk with anybody Gorham, rg .......... 4
4
at the home of Mrs. Mitchell s par and was free with valuable advice Blanchette, rg .... 0
RIVETED
1
ents Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody. to novices who sought it. John
! Mr. and Mrs. Roger Libby of Thomas was that kind of a man.
18
8
44
1.00 OVERALL
Lincolnville were recent guests of A man who thought everybody was
Referees.
Flanagan
and
Karl.
good and who loved life.
Mrs. Bertha Wentworth.
• * • •
"We’ll miss old John at the Pool Blue Devils (37)
or FROCKS
Put 3-purpose Va-tro-nol up each
Mr. and Mrs. (Harrie EUanJey
nostril... (l) It shrinks swollen mem who have been passing the Winter this Spring.”
G.
F. 1
FULL CUT
OUR
branes; (2) Soothes Irritation; (3)
Helps flush out nasal passages, clear at the home of W. M. Newbert
PRICE
UMBOS
Cates, rf ............... 7
O
ing clogging mucus.
have gone to Providence for a home at "Spruce Hill Farm" after Smith, rf ............. 4
0
ROOMY
few months stay in New York McConchie, If...... 0
short stay.
0
POCKETS
Mrs. Max Wendiind is at her City.
Bodman, If ........... 3
1
REINFORCED
Lucena Wentworth. Bertha Went Page, c ................. 0
0
worth and daughter Baibara. Mr. Ames, c ................ 2
O
and Mrs. L. N. Moody and’ son Duff, rg ................ l
o
OVERALLS
Warren attended town meeting Allen, rg ............... l
o
SI.35 VALUE
Monday in Searsmont.
Cummings, lg ...... o
0
DEEP TONE
Mrs. William Mitchell of Union Kalloch, lg .......... o
0
DENIM
passed Monday night at the home
of her parents.
HEAVY DUTY
18
37
8 POCKETS
Union Stags (31)
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADfc
WORK WONDERS
WORK PANTS
Esancy, rf ........... 1
5
Leonard,
If
.....
.....
1
1
SANFORIZED
i
Heald, c ..... . ....... 2
1
MADE OF
OUR
SEDANS
TOWN SEDANS A TUDORS
Gleascn, c ........... 0
0
PEPPERELL
PRICE
’41 CHEV. SPECIAL DELUXE ’41 CHEV. SPECIAL DELUXE
Simmons,
lg
........
7
1
BATTLE AXE
WE BUY AND SELL Kirkpatrick, rg .... 0
’4© PLYMOUTH DELUXE
’4© PLYMOUTH
1
WHIPCORD
’40 MERCURY
*4© FORD 85
'39 BUICK SPECIAL
'4© PONTIAC
REG VAL. $2.00
22
9
GOOD
31
’40 CHEV. MASTER DELUXE
'39 DE SOTO DELUXE
'39
PLYMOUTH
TR.
’
39
CHEV.
MASTER
DELUXE
Referees,
Flanagan
and
Karl.
WORK PANTS
• * • 0
USED CARS
'39 OLDSMOBILE 70 TR.
’38 FORD
*38 FORD 85 DELUXE
*38 STUDEBAKER 6
SANFORIZED
In
the
games
last night, the Cam
4Th-t:
’38 CHEV. MASTER DELUXE ’37 CHEV. MASTER DELUXE
HEAVY
Ol’R
den Y team defeated Rockland Tro
’38 OLDSMOBILE TR.
COVERT
*36 CHEV. STANDARD
PRICE
jans 30 to 27, and the Blue Devils
’
38
PLYMOUTH
DELUXE
'36
FORD TR.
STRAIN POINTS
defeated Rockport Locals 37 to 28.
’37 PONTIAC TR.
’36 FORD
REINFORCED
Lineups will be in Saturday’s issue.
'37 OLDSMOBILE TR
COUPES
REG. VAL. 51.25
'36 CHEV. MASTER DELUXE *40 DODGE
Subscribe to The Oourler-Oasette
'36 GRAHAM SUPERCH’GR. ’4© PONTIAC
DRESS PANTS
’40 PLYMOUTH 5-PASS.
’36 PONTIAC TR.
•39 MERCURY 5-PASS.
FOR MEN AND YOUNG
’34 PONTIAC
’34 NASH
’39 FORD
MEN
’34 CHEV. MASTER STATION •38 FORD 5-PASS Convertible
REGULAR
'36 FORD. RUMBLE SEAT
WAGON TRUCK
VALUE
*35
CHEVROLET MASTER
•37
FORD
$2.50
•35 CHEVROLET STANDARD
'37 CHEVROLET
OTHERS 52.97 to 54 97
’38 FORD
TON PICKUP
’34 PONTIAC
It would pay you to see us before buying a Used Car
DRESS HATS
WE DO OUR OWN FINANCING
<W
y-“r "JJ’, ____
IDES
NEW SH.ADES
on »re«uent
FOR MEN
AND
Miami. Fla_
New Yoi* City,
$6.15
YOUNG MEN
Philadelphia,
Washington, D. C-, $9.13
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
AT LOWEST
Boston,
Portsmouth, N. H. $2.65
POSSIBLE PRICES
SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
' ' ’’^ROCKLAND Z
WE PAY POSTAGE
444 Main St.
Tai. S4C-W
28Th-tf

IVE

TALK OF 11

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

FIAWfOWER

Esso}

ECONOMY
CLOTHES
SHOP

SCOLDS

RELIEVED FAST

,

NOW IS THE TIME

TO BUY A

GOOD USED CAR

GO GREYHOUND!
J qt

1.17

111

Murrh. 7 K» ct.rui
County On I'aiud,
munity Building
March 7 WalU<
er Ass'n meets at
March 8->t Ini'
meets with
W
South ThnraasU
March 10—Unc j

SAVE AT A. & P.
Trade at
A&P
save on all
your food
needs!
We’re happy to co-operate
with the Federal Surplus
Foods Stamp Plan.

Prices Effective
Through Saturday,
March 8

6 DAYS A WEEK!

Inti.

Low prices on every item
—every day!

.462 MAIN STREET
Grocery and produce
prices also effective at

I

/4W AP FOOD SAVINGS

_

BECIN HERE'.

PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND or N. Y. SIRLOIN

STEAKS or ROASTS
FACE RUMP ROAST
TURKEYS

HEAVY STEER BEEF

LB

SUNNYFIELD
WHOLE or EITHER HALF

LAMS LEGS

LB

PORK LOINS
LAMB FORES

WHOLE OR EITHER HALF

BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED

March 1© <'u- 1 •
March 10 Camrtil
March 10 Frlei.il
‘"March 10—VlnuiJ

March 1© War- I
People's Rally
March 10- Wal, 1
lnMar,-!i 1$
urogram at Olov
March 17—8t. I'd
March 17—Rockp
Mar,
19
Junior Choir i,t ■ 4
March
21 W„u,
Club meets at. Ora
March 25—Rock
meet* with Mr. a:
in Rockport
April 13 -Easter
April 15—Baxter
Building, auspiceApril
18 Rnckl
Minstrel Show at
torlum.

The V

IT’S NATIONAL
TEA WEEK!

28'
29'

25

LB

TEA BALLS

LB

OUR OWN roc
PKG OF 100

Mister

Ls the 18tli ( i.
and less than hall

ORANGE PEKOT

TEA

Page

quaint him with I
on which tlie . ;
some time. Nar

NECTAR

LB

FANCY SOFT MEATED

“J

HEAVY
STEER BEEF LB

,.33'

FANCY YOUNG NORTHERN

COOKED HAMS

c'pitation.
EU I
morning and a
shorts. Artemu
years ago today I
members his laiul
can recall hLs rt.

□j '

p. A. Winslovl
speaker at tomuil
the Rotary Club

George Sandiv 1
a surgical patiei
tai, returns to li ]

BONELESS CHUCK
SMOKED HAMS wirn’oTaTw? half

IB

MONEY SAVER!

SMOKED SHOULDERS

IB

FRYING

The condition I
graham, ut Kind
tered a .-1 r.li' I
moriurg. but tl.d
too week to mu.

A&P's Guaranteed 100°:
Pure Hydrogenated
Vegetable Shortening

A directors me
wanis Club was iJ
The Thorndike It
ent voting to hclj
nual Easter ball
munity Building

b

Minced Ham er Bologna l B
Fowl FANCY — 5 6 LB AVG IB
Fresh Shoulders leaf LB
Broilers
lb 27c
Rib Roast heavy steer &EEE i. 29c
FOR ROASTING
9Qf»
Chickens 4 4J, LB AVG LB Z3L
FANCY
«6 7 LB AVG
LB OJL
Capons
CORNED BEEF
9QC
Brisket N Y. STYLE CURE LB

LB 19c
_Haddock
_ _ _ _ _ Fillets
Cusk or Flounder Fillets 17C
Halibut FANCY SLICED
MEDIUM
LB
Smelts
Oysters FOR STEWING
lb 12c Salmon BY PIECE OR SLICE LB
lb 17c
Smoked Fillets

Salt Pork,
Hamburg,

1 LB
TIN
3 LB
TIN

SOFT TWIST or
HOME STYLE

A&P WHITE BREAD

Alton Hall BlaJ
man, lecturer an |
paper writer, is li,
ter, and faces jus'
of constant engaa
scattered New En
lecture "Way Dow
the Maine coast
big hit it was ex J
its quaint chain,
scenes. Knox 1
well to sign up i
few open dates.

1 LB 4 OZ

LOAVES

FRUITS & VEGETABLES

CALIF. NAVEL ORANGES
WINESAP APPLES

FANCY PEAS

NONE BETTER!

EXTRA
LARGE

DOZ

FANCY

LBS

FRESH TENDER

3 LB
PECK

CALIF. ICEBERG LETTUCE
DAIRU

More Talk of th.

LBS

TEXAS SPINACH

INDIG
m»y arteft

&MILK

Om

OUTSELLS ALL OTHER

IN A&P STORES

BI M

QUALITY

35‘

LB

/c

14 oz
CAN

I

FRIDAY Nil
SPEAK
DOOR PR I/I
wi) :: pi i)
ATTENDANt I

BUnERSUNHYFIILD37c 1LB pR,nts LB 36c

SUNNYFIELD PURE LARD REFINED
Sharp Cheese

WEIL
CURED

LB

25c

ariety

1 LB
PKG

Red Skin Cheese

LB

23c

Eggs Are Rich In Vitamins and Minesrals. Eat More Eggs for Better Living.
"THE QUALITY OF OUR
CRESTVIEW

EGGS
MEDIUM A
JICC
SIZE
Z DOZ <13

Native Eggs
IS EXCELLENT; PURCHASED
FROM NEARBY FARMERS"

FAMILY FLOUR

SUNNYFIELD

2 4 Li LB
BAG

PASTRY FLOUR

SUNNYFIELD

24J4LB
BAG

PILLSBURY’S "Bist" FLOUR

24J4LB
BAG

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

24h LB
BAG

KITCHEN
TESTED

MALTEX CEREAL

NUTLEY
Scotl Products

Waldorf
Toilet Paper
roll

4°

Scott Tissue

3 rolls

22c

Scott Towels

2^17°
Friend's Beans
YELLOW EYE. PEA
or KIDNEY
_ FAMILY SIZE _ _

1

Zee

cans
ANN _

page Beans
WITH PORK or
TOMATO SAUCE
2 3 OZ
CAN

Be

VEGETABLE MARCARINE
TRY OUR NUTLEY FOR FRYING

2

MAINE'S LI I I ll
TEI- WAI.I)|

A&P BAKERS’
VARIETY BREADS

SHOW
Single Evrninl
Mats.: Saturday

“PHILAfJ

STO

A&P Bakery Features!
TOASTED COCOANUT

,4oz19c

Layer Cake

^algbs
large
PKG

p4kg°sZ
LARGE
PKG

33c Angel FOOD Loaf HO215C
37c

g Mr
|0
25c

(Recent Academd
wi:|
IIEDY I-AM ARE
IAN IU I

11

«ar

ini

41 C

-COME LIVE!
Also Mar, ll

10

PKGS
Each Package

LARGE
PKGS
LARGE
PKG

si N.-.MOX.,
Metro-Gold wyn-J
JAMES SI

CHOCOLATE ICED

^algbs

THVRS. 1
M %R<
Three Days!
One of the s<|
Attr.iT
Metro-Gold w \: j
presi
K.VrilERlNI|
J.AMES STI'W'AI
CARY «1
ill

1 LB
PKGS

1 C«ke Medium Ivory Soap for lc Extra with

WALDO

Peps Up Meals!

Whole White,
Wheat & White, i
Rye,
Cracked Wheat I

22 OZ
PKG

Red Circle Coffee
Bokar Coffee
OZ
Rinso
2 9PKGS
White Sail Soap Crains
°Z 15C
Oxydol
2 9
PKGS
Ivory Snow

White Sail Soap Flakes
Selox
Lifebuoy Soap
Lava Soap
SOS Cleaner
Steel Wool Pads
Strongheart Dog Food
Daily Dog Food
Gerber’s Baby Cereal
Crax
Blue Ribbon Malt
Hire’s Root Beer Extract
Gravy Master for Soups & Slaws

trapped in the atoninl
hair - trigger <M th«- i>' $r
I
►mart nu n and women <l< i I
aet ibb free Wo 1a»«t
I
net ing mtdh iri' b 1 n
I
FIRST I •
buttle lu ua and r«cebe 1>

I

BRANDS COMBINED
HEAD

PRODUCTS

SILVERBROOK BUTTER

97c

1.97

ano un«Atto

OWN!©

MEATS A FISH • FRUITS & VEGETABLES • GROCERIES • BAKERY- DAIRY

YICKS YA-TRO-NOL

97c

Every-Other-

mcc

“Tncle Sam.

ZO
a Mr
Id**

"1

and New Dis

3

II
PKG
5®
4 CANS 1 9®
CAN
4C
8ca°n2 15c
PKG

5T

FUNERAj
EIGHT 0 CLOCK COFFEE R

i lb

2

bags

2

A«yc

£f

World's Largest Selling Coffee
HOIS

25'

IHlIINIIi

Ambulancd

nun
$90 or 781-1
110-112 LIMElJ
KOCKL.ll

Every-Other-Dav
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FRIES • BAKERY - DAIRY

WE AT A. & P.
•AYS A WEEK!
on every item
1prices
1
—every day!

2 MAIN STREET
ter
•erv

and produce

X

r HERE!
I. Y. SIRLOIN

rIEAVY
EER BEEF

LB

Miss Helen Cripps and Miss Ro
berta Holbrook of Rockport have
joined the flying classes under the
instruction of Capt. Charles Treat.
Helen Cripps is the sister of Miss
Marilyn Cripps, who started flying
seme weeks ago Others have made
plans to start instruction early in
the Spring. Mrs. Cranstcn Dean of
Lincolnville w.ll solo next week.
Ora Bown, Jr. of Camden has
passed his C A A. flight test for
private license, taking the test in
Augusta.

LAFOREST PAYSON TRUE

March 7 Second showing of "Knox i
County On Parade," at Rockland Com.
nninlty Building
March 7 Waldoboro—Parent-Teach
er Ass n meets at Brick School
March 8-•Ulnv rork Valley Pomona
meets wfrh
Wes^weskeag Grange,
South Thomaston
March 10—Lincolnvl’.le—-Town meet
ing.
March 10—Cushing Town meeting.
March 10— Camden—Town meeting.
March 10 Friendship - Town meet
ing.
March 10—Vlnalhaverf—Town meet
ing.
March 10 Warren—Baptist Young
Peop’e's Rally.
March 10—Waldoboro—Town meet
ing.
March 15
Warren
Finnish Relief
program at Glover hall.
March 17—8t. Patrick's Day.
March 17—Rockport Town meeting
March 19—Thomaston ^Concert by
Junior Choir ut Baptist vestry.
March
21 — Woman's
(educational
Club meets at Grand Army hall
March 25—Rockland Garden Club
meets with Mr. and Mrs. H. Helstad
In Rockport
April IS—Easter Sunday.
April 15—Ea.ster Ball at Community
Building, auspices Kiwanis Club.
April
18 Rockland
High
School
Minstrel Show at High School audi
torium.

An exceptionally fine appearing
your.g soldier called at the edi
torial rooms yesterday and intro
duced himself as Ccipcral Stew
art M Polland cf Waldoboro. He
is attached to Battery F, C A C. at
Fort Levett. and is the autlur of
The C'urier-Gazette letters which
have been com rg regularly from
that cantonment. He also attend
ed the radio school at Fort Wil
liams.
Together with Private
Charles Simpson cf Thomaston,
battery clerk, he is re-enlisting,
this time in the regular Army,
with the expectation of soon be
ing sent to Hawaii. Corporal Pcllard is a son of Capt. Ralph Pol
lard. U. S. A. retired of Waldo
boro, whose lectures have made
him well known in Knox Ccunty.

The Weather
IT’S NATIONAL
TEA WEEK!

ORANGE PEI

TEA

’

“

TEA BALLS
OUR OWN
3 OF 100

r**>C

53

MONEY SAVER!

A&P s Guaranteed 100%
Pure Hydrogenated
Vegetable Shortening

1 LB
TIN
3 LB
TIN

A
Z

d I5C

1 LB 4 OZ
LOAVES

1

NONE BETTER!

Page Mister Ripley and ac
quaint him with the fact that this
is the 18th consecutive Winter day
on which the sun has shone at
some time. Nary an earthquake
and less than half an inch of prec pitation.
Eleven above this
morning and a little chilly for
shorts. Artemus Ward died 74
years ago today. Everybody re
The e'eath in Hope Monday of
members his fame, but how many La Foust Payson True marked
can recall his real name?
the death of one of Knox County's
best known residents.
The deceaseds was bom in Hope,
F. A. Winslow will be guest
speaker at tomorrow's meeting of March 24. 1849. son of Edward and
Olive Payson True. He was al
the Rotary Club.
ways actively engaged in the busi
Oeorge Sandner, who has been ness life of Knox County, having
a surgical patient in Knox Hospi continued to own and operate, un
til recently, the general store
tal, returns to his home today.
started by hds father in 1832.
He received two appointments
The condition of Prank H. In
graham at Knox Hospital regis as postmaster, one in 1889 from
tered a slight improvement this John Wanamaker, then Postmast
morning, but the patient is still er-General, and again in 1900
too week to undergo an operation. serving continuously from this
date until automatically retired in
A directors meeting of the Ki 1940. serving under Presidents Har
wanis Club was held last night at rison. McKinley, Cleveland, Theo
The Thorndike Hotel, those pres dore Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson, Hard
ent voting to held the second an ing. Coolidge, Hoover and Frank
nual Easter ball April 15 at Com lin D. Roosevelt.
About 1880 Mr. True became in
munity Building.
terested in the canning of com
Alton Hall Blackington, camera and was the pioneer canner of the
man, lecturer and free lance news county. He later canned other
paper writer, is having a busy Win vegetables and fruits, especially
ter, and faces just new three weeks blueberries, and was thus a big
of constant engagements in widely factor in the business life of the
i community.
scattered New England cities. His
At cne time Mr. True was as
lecture "Way Down East,” booming
sociated
with his uncle, Asa Addi
the Maine coast, has proved the
big hit it was expected to be with
BORN
its quaint characters and rugged
Sylvester At Rockland, Murch 5. to
scenes. Knox Ccunty would do
Mr. and Mis. Theodore Sylvester, a
well to sign up one of "Blackie's” I daughter
Sandra Rose.
Weight 9
pounds. 12 ounces.
few open dates.
Cousins—At Warren, March 2. to Mr.
More Talk of the Town on Page 5

and Mrs. Kenneth Cousins, a daugh
ter—Joan Lois

MARRIED

INDIGESTION
may affect the Heart

MILK

Om

OUTSELLS ALL OTHER

BRANDS COMBINED

tripped in the slumarh ur gullet may act like a
hair-trigger un lire heart At the Urat algn ol dlstresa
xuirt men and women depend on Bell-ani Tablet! to
let
free No laaattre but made of the faiteatertlng medicine! known for geld Indlgeitlon. If tho
FIRST DOSE doesn't prove Hell-ani better, return
bottle to ua and receive DOl'llLE Money Back. 25c.
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IN A&P STORES
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BINGO
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CAN

FRIDAY NIGHT at 7.30
SPEAR HALL

ariety
ps Up Meals!

DOOR PRIZE, DINNER
AND 3 10-LBS. SUGAR
ATTENDANCE PRIZE. $5.00

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY

TEL. WALDOBORO 100

A&P BAKERS’
RIETY BREADS

Ihole White,

heat & White,
Rye,

racked Wheat

1C

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30: Sunday 3.00

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
MARCH 6. 7, 8
Three Days!
Three Days!
One of the Season's Biggest
Attractions
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer proudly
presents
KATHERINE HEPBURN
JAMES STEWART
CARY GRANT

RUTH HUSSEY
in

LOAF

P Bakery Features!

“PHILADELPHIA
STORY”

ED COCOANUT

!T C0K6

1 9C

ii oz

OLATE ICED

D Losf II02

15®

nwimwro

CUSTOM GROUND
EFEE IS COFFEE GROUND J
FOR YOUI

SUN.-MON., MARCU 9-10
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents
JAMES STEW ART
(Recent Academy Award winner)
with
HEDY LAMARR
IAN HI'NTER
DONALD MEEK
In

‘•COME LIVE WITH ME”
ALso March of Time
“Uncle Sam, Non-belligerent”
and New Disney Cartoon

Uranss-Kirkpatrick — At Rockland.
March 5. Eugene Uranss and Isabelle
Kirkpatrick, both of Rockland.—By
Rev. Guy Wilson.
Singer-Colson — At Rockland, March
5. William A. Singer and Grace M
Colson, both of Rockland.—By Rev.
C. A. Marstaller.
Mitchell-Moody—At Appleton, Feb.
15. William B. Mitchell and Ruth B.
Moody, both of Appleton.—By Rev.
Roy A. Clark.
Parker-Donaldson — At Rockland,
March 4 Thomas E. Parker and Lu
cille R Donaldson, both of Rockland.
By Rev. C. A. Marstaller

DIED
Cook—At Friendship. March 5. El
den M. Cook, aged 81 years. 3 months,
14 dayg. Interment at village ceme
tery.
Newhall — At Camden Community
hospital. March 5. Alfred T. Newhall,
aged 72 years, 9 days. No funeral ar
rangements made.
Mitchell—At Friendship, March 6,
George M Mitchell. Funeral Sunday
from late residence. 21 Sea street, at
2 o'clock.
Graves—At. Rockport. March 5, Ed
win L Graves, aged 87 years. 10 months
23 days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock
frem residence.
Bateman—At South Hope. March 5.
Bessie Batemen, aged 66 years. 7
months. 4 days. Funeral Friday at 1
o'clock.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my mother.
Mr^ Alma Robbins, who dl?d March
5. 1937. "Gone but not forgotten."
»
Guy R. Robbins
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our relatives,
friends and neighbors for their ex
pressions of sympathy and flowers
sent during the Illness and death of
our loved one
Mr and Mrs. Henry Brown and
family.
*
Vinalhaven.
*
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
and appreciation to all my friends
who sent cards for the "Birthday
Shower.”
Mrs. Stanley Poland
Waldoboro.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend to our neighbors
and friends our heartfelt thanks for
their kindness during our recent be- I
reivement and for the beautiful floral
tribute, also Mr. Russell and son for
their kind attention and Mr. Hop
kins for the use of cars.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Cates

son Payson, In the manufacture
of shoes, on a small scale, the
product being calfskins and cowi hides for men. This factory was
' in eperation during the late 00’s
and1 early 70's and employed snx
i or seven liands.
The Grange was 'the only secret
order with which Mr. True was
connected being a charter mem^ber of Hope Grange, organized in
*1888 and a member to the time otf
his death. He was also holder of
• a gold star certificate.
Mr. True served as treasurer of
the town of Hope for a number of
years; also as treasurer of the
Hope Universalist Parish for 50
years. He also attended the Uni
versalist Church regularly.
Mr. True was one of 10 brothers
and sisters, eight of whom lived
to be over 80 years of age. Two
sisters, Elizabeth C. Spear of
Rockport and Frances P. True of
Lowell. Mass., are still laving. Mr.
True is also survived by his wife
Katherine Barnes whom he married
54 years ago April 14, one son,
Elmer La Forest True; and five
grandchild.
Funeral services were held from

FUNERAL HOME
HT 0 CLOCK COFFEE
i

2

1 LB
BAGS

M's Largest Selling Coffee

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Albion L. Morse, formerly of
Morse's Corner, rides a Snow Sedan
during the Winter season, but he
needs it when he gallivants around
the Province of Ontario where the
storm King lays down his barrage
of snow, many feet deep. Winter
transportation in Canada has al
ways been a problem and everyone
who has been compelled to travel
any distance during the Winter
montlis can recall instances when
he has had to get out and shovel
snow in order that his team or car
could obtain firm footing, or of
driving in tlie teeth of a howling
blizzard when the road was obliter
ated and travel dangerous. The
advent of the Fudge Snow-Sedan
in 1932 eliminated the discomfort
of traveling under these conditions.
The current year's model body
being completely streamlined and
equipped with two dcors, and so
arranged that you have clear vision
practically all around the machine
from within. Mr. Morse, who is a
prominent lumber operator, is lo
cated at present in the town o!
Sultan, but knows the Province
from metropolis to bush, and has
been a prominent factor in the de
velopment of many townships.

James L. Clark has been ap
pointed special policeman for the
Snow Shipyard.

George W. Phillips of 65 Pleas
ant street is a pneumonia patient
at Kncx Hospital. Yesterday his
temperature was very high and
his condition extremely critical.
This morning his temperature w^s
reported/ as normal.

The final showing of ‘Knox
Ccunty on Parade” will be given at
the Community Building Friday
night. A special admission price
of 20 cents has been set for stu* dents in the schools of the county
The picture covers every phase of
the recreational and industrial life
of the county and covers every im
portant evening of the year from
the Masonic Temple fire, the Snow
Bowl Carnival down through to
Union Fair and and the industries
that are our livelihood. The show
will run exactly two hours and will
be accompanied by a commentator.
1 Persons who attended the first
showing in Feb. 7 were high in
I their praise of the film and recom
mend it to all who want an eve
ning of brilliant entertainment.
Play the guitar. Complete line
of this most popular musical in
strument at the Maine Music Co.,
seme as low as $4.95. Instruction
book free.
26-28
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace 6t., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

Elk's Beano Friday night. $5 door
prize drawn each time.—adv.
10-Th-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.

OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
For immediate disposal, 25 Fall Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30.
and Winter dresses. Women's and
Evenings By Appointment
Misses sizes. Values to $19.75. Re
26-25
duced to $3.95 and $5 95 at Burdell’s Dress Shop, School Street—

THE FAVORITE

3

Iff

RUMP STEAK

“BONELESS.
WASTELESS”

NEWLY

CORNED BEEF

BEEF ROAST

PORK
ROAST

“ 17c
17c
17c
17c
17c

Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib

DRESSED
AS DESIRED

STRAWBERRIES
MUSHROOMS
LETTUCE
CARROTS
SPINACH
ONIONS
JUICY
ORANGES
POTATOES
APPLES

PINT
BOX
HEAD

FORE QUARTER

CLEAN, CRISP

LAMB CHOPS

PK.

FANCY
N. Y. STATE

Lb. 21c
Lamb Patties,

Ib 23c

Stewing Lamb,

Ib15c

Sirloin, boneless, Ib 39c
Porterhouse Steak, Ib 45c

LB.

BAG

(0

»» >
DOZ.

U. S. NO. 1 GRADE

PK

MAINE APPLES
FOR COOKING

OLEO
Ib 27c

10

FLORIDA’S

BONELESS

3 lbs 25c

PK.

FLOUR

BUTTER

“ALL PURPOSE”
24>/2 LB. BAG

COUNTRY ROLL

69c

Lb. 35c

SUGAR
10 lbs 51c

2 - 14/

PEACHES, “sliced in syrup”...........2 tins 25c
KEN-L-RATION DOG FOOD .... 3 tins 23c
MARSHMALLOWS
1 lb cello bag 10c
SANDWICH BEEF...........two 12-oz tins 35c

BUNDLE SALE

PRUNES, sugaripe brand, three 1-lb pkgs 25c
PURE PRESERVES, st“kkI 28-oz jar 29c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE................Ib 25c
SUNSHINE GRAHAM CRACKERS ... lb 18c
PARD DOG FOOD ......

... 3 cans 25c

B. & M. BEANS,or S ™ h.ze 2 tins 25c
FRIENDS APPLE TAPIOCA PUDDING tin 10c

IVORY SOAP

SCOTTISSU

44-100% PURE—IT FLOATS

LARGE

GUEST IVORY
jl </v« Ir •

5c 3

3 rolls 20/

V

4c

FOB

—to*.
DINTY MOORE BEEF STEW.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 29c
SPAM, a Hormel product, r.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 49c
TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 13c
CHICKEN SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 15c
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE SPAGHETTI DINNER pkg 29c
PURE GRAPE JAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 Ib jar 41c
PEANUT BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 Ib jar 23c
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 tins 20c
LEMON LOAF CAKE (a real treat) .... 2 for 25c
PERRY’S New Jumbo Size D’NUTS.. .. .. .. doz 19c

They hate buying a new

LUX FLAKES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 21c

FAIRY SOAP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 bars 11c
GOLD DUST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 15c

SILVER DUST, (DishTowel Free).. .. .. .. .. pkg
COCOMALT .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8 oz tin
FOOD OF WHEAT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 Ige pkgs
PILLSBURY’S FLOUR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24'/2 Ib bag
PHILLIPS TOMATOES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 No. 2 tins

19/
15/
15/
5/
17/
25/
26/
17/
33/

BCH.

up the hat tree...

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

BOX

FRESH, CRISP
SOLID HEADS

MEDIUM

TEL. 294

PT.

FANCY NEW

^5^)'

9/

" —

FANCY
HAND PACKED

47’

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

27/

BONELESS FIVE BIB

! ■ ■■■——-■»

AND A NEW HERSHEY COOK BOOK FREE

GREGORYS

17/

FOR OVEN OR POT ROAST

LUSCIOUS RIFE
BERRIES

FC

If you’re up the hat tree
. . . come on down to earth
and to 416 MAIN STREET.

LB.

FRESH COD TONGUESa 2-25/

ALL FOR

This doesn’t happen tho’
when the stock contains
only NEW blocks and the
salesmen haven’t any old
hats to palm off.

19/

LB.

HADDOCK

“2/2 TO 3 LB. AVE”

Stewing Beef,
Hamburg Steak,
Native Beef Liver,
Frankforts,

LEAN

MEATY

STRICTLY FRESH

1—■y
1 2 LB. BAR HERSHEY BITTER
SWEET CHOCOLATE
1—11 LB. TIN HERSHEY COCOA
1—i/2 BAR HERSHEY CHOCOLATE
1—LGE. TIN HERSHEY CHOC. SYRUP

taking the chance of look
ing funny to other folks.

LB.

CORNED

CHUCK ROAST

16c

LB.

BAKED BEANS

hat because they don’t like

35/

“SHORT SHANK LEAN”

BUY HERSHEY PRODUCTS
THE ECONOMICAL WAY

Lots of men are all at sea
when they go hat hunting.

to*
>5’ * ..J'

LB.

—BONELESS BRISKET OR THICK RIB

SODA CRACKERS

If you are

51/
™

OF NEW ENGLANDERS

Ambulance Servict

98-tf

SW-.

SHOULDERS

23c
21c
29c
93c
25c

------- *

I MW.
SNOW ■

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 862
ROCKLAND, ME.

EACH

CUT FOR FRICASSEE, BRAISING OR STEWING

SMOKED

1VORT

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!

FANCY MILK FED

FOWL

Cube Steak,

I40Th-tf

Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money back If not
delighted. IL A. MARR, Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine,
81,00). On sale at Carroll’s Cut
Rate Store, Rockland. 122Th-tI

CLERKS TO ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR FOOD PROBLEMS, AT BOTH MARKETS

WITH GENERATIONS

$1.95 to $5.00

SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c. 35c (tax included)

FREE DELIVERY, PHONE 1234—FREE PARKING AT OUR PARK STREET MARKET — WELL TRAINED

STEAKS

his late home yesterday.

Dance Saturday Night

BURPEE’S

Page Three

ivory soz?i
22c

THE

MARKETS

PERRY

PHONE I734 FCR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PAt X ^T MARKET
7 'i' 371
I’' "
I VJT
i

...

>

......

to,
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Scouts To The Fore

WALDOBORO
•
»
MRS. LOUIE® MILLER
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
TeL art
Henry P. Mason was a business
Visitor Tuesday in Wiscasset.
Mrs. Maude C. Gay was an Au
gusta visitor Wednesday.
Mrs. Annie Grant was a visitor
Monday and Tuesday in Portland.
Mrs. Albert Jtiley and son Ste
phen have returned to South Port
land after visiting) Mrs. Riley’s
father, Stephen A. Jones.
local friends of Mr. and1 Mrs.
Elliott Stenger of Philadelphia
will be interested to learn that
they are moving to Baltimore
where Mr. Stenger will manage
the Baltimore office for his com
pany..
Miss Oertrude Newbert spent
Wednesday in Portland.
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey of Philadelpliia is guest of her mother
Mrs. Maude C. Gay.
Prof. J. R. Smith of U. of M.
was overnight guest Friday of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Gerry.
Carlton Porter and Miss Char
lotte Dyer of Thomaston dined
Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Gerry's.
Baptist worship Sunday at 10.45;
sermon topic. “Life's wrestling
Matches.’’ Sunday School meets
at noon; young people at 6 with
Miss Shirley Morse in charge. Eve
ning service of worship with ser
mon will be at 7; sermon topic,
“The pood Shepherd. Do you know
Him?''. Damariscotta Baptist As
sociation Prayer meeting will be
held at Boothbay Baptist Church
Monday at 7.30. Wednesday prayer
meeting will be at 7.30; Teacher’s
and officers meeting at the par
sonage Thursday at 7.30. Rev.
Harold W. Nutter was in Windsor
Tuesday to officiate at the funeral
of Mrs. Annie Coombs.

A

Recordings In Review

Group of High School Policemen

Waldoboro Troop Con
ducts Fine Program At
Woman’s Club Session

These Records May Be
Heard At Maine Music
Co., Rockland

Meadowlark Troop of Girl Scouts
had charge of the program pre
sented Tuesday afternoon at the
Waldoboro Woman s Club ln the
Community Garden Club House.
Joyce Fitzgerald announced the
program.
Color bearers were
Jeanette Boggs and Louise Boggs.
Anna Genthner assisted with
the program which was: Horse
shoe formation with laws, promise
salute to flag and singing of Star
Spangled Banner iby the troop;
Court of Awards; group singing
led by Ruth Burgess; explanation
of service bureau work by Edith
Burgess; bap dance. Nancy Miller
accompanied by Mrs. Lucy Rider.
Tenderfoot and second class ac
tivities were explained by Jeanette
Boggs; and fiast class work by
Edith Burgess who is the only
Scout in the troop who has earned
first class awazd under the new
program. Then followed a vocal
solo “Playmates” by Ruth Bur
gess accompanied by Edith Bur
gess; hunter fire demonstration by
Dorothy Spenr and Jean Soule;
ditty, "Sparkin’ Peggy Jane’’ by
Ruth and Edith Burgess in cos
tume. Gloria Monahan had charge
of display of second class work.
At the close of the meeting, Mrs.
Robert Sheaff presented the troop
with $5 on beha lf of the Woman's
dub. Capt. La ura Jameson and
Lieutenant Millwee Pollard were
present as were memibers otf the
troop committee, Mrs. Frances
Storer, Mrs. Julia Bbrgess. Mrs.
Maude C. Gay, Mrs. Jane Lenfest,
Mrs. Mildred Ashworth and Mrs.
Louise Miller.
Hot chocolate, sandwiches and
cookies were servpd by the hos
tesses Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Mrs.
Frances
Randolph
and
Mrs.
Louise Miller. Girl scouts Jean
ette Boggs and Joyoe Fitzgerald

As the favorite tunes of Bing
Orosby are Hawaiian, it is just
that this album is one of his. In
cluded are the orchestras of Harry
Owens and Dick McIntire. Frances
Langford also sings several of the
numbers included in Decca Album
No. 193. Some of the songs are:
Hawaii Calls; A Song of Old Ha
waii; When iHilo Hattie Does the
Hilo Hop; Moonlight Over Molo
kai; and May Day is Lei Day in
Hawaii. Crosby first made Ha
waiian music famous several years
ago and since then it has been
gaining rapidly in popularity.
Starred with his brother Bob,
Bing makes another song this week
which is of popular note and not of
Hawaiian. It Makes No Difference
Now (Decca No. 3590) is a swing
piece that is smooth and makes a
good impression. The rhythm of
the orchestra is fine and the vocal
rendition is fair. It is not up to
some of the other Crosby records.
A new waltz is presented by Dick
Robertson on Decca No. 3607 and
is entitled Go Home Little Girl Go
Home. This is a novelty but has a
certain appeal. The vocal chorus
is by Robertson himself and is a
good job. It is a fine number as
novelties go.
That inimitable old maestro, Guy
Lombardo, brings the next numbers.
Presenting one old and one new, he
does an excellent job of discing.
The first is Tea for Two (Decca
No. 3586) and the second Ls Taking
a Chance on Love (Decca No. 3575).
These fine numbers are in the
style that everyone has grown to
love and to respect. They are a
fitting tribute to the long endur
ance that Lombardo has had on the
radio, in the movies, and on the
discs.

poured.

WASHINGTON

Red Cross Activities
The local branch of the Rock FRIENDSHIP
E. J. Beckett is visiting his aunt
land Red Cross met recently at the
in
Salem, Mass.
Methodist vestry and much work
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Thompson
was accomplished. All completed
home work was turned in. A pic and Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Thompson
nic lunch was partaken of, with were dinner guests Saturday of
coflee served by Hannah Staples. Mrs. Rose Stewart in Union; other
At the business meeting, called guests were Mr. and Mrs. ,L. S. Mcto order by President Marcia San Elwee of Union.
Isaac Poland is ill wifth double
born, a disaster leader and home
service agent, in the person of F. L. pneumonia. Mrs. Rachel Kendrick,
Ludwig, was elected. A note of R. N„ of Rockland is inattendance.
Mrs. Cora Cushman has returned
sympathy was sent to Mrs. Maude
Merrifield, a patient at Knox Hos home after boarding a few weeks
with Mrs. Hall at the village.
pital.
Eugene Brown and Byron Burns
The Chapter voted to present the
sum of $3 to the Dental Clinic com are building a boat for the latter.
Dinner guests Sunday erf Mr. and
mittee. The next meeting will be
Mrs. K. E. Thompson were Mrs.
the last Tuesday in March.
Members present were: Marcia Ruth Philbrook and faraily, Mrs.
SanbQrn, Mildred Turner, Lurlie Susie Philbrook and MYs. Viola
Davis, Ida Hatch, Addie Stover, Durgin, Miss Janet Philbrook re
[Louise Ames, Abbie Creamer, Ruth mained for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dfctvis, en
Boynton, Gertrude Ludwig, Inez
Cunningham, Clara Overlock. Nel route from Portland Eya & Ear
lie Crookcr, Hannah Staples, Doris Infirmary, visited a few days with
Miller, Esther Peabody, Marion Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young before
returning to Monhegan.
Mitchell. Mrs. Perley Jones.
Mrs. Nellie Sterling sustained a
Four new members have joined—
Mrs. Perley Jones. Annie Over broken wrist recently. She suf
lock, Cljfton Leigher and Minnie fered a like accident a few years
ago.
Creamer.
Work completed at home consist
Capt. Robert Lash has employ
ed of dresses, infant wear layettes, ment with his brother, Carlisle
sweaters and other work given out Lash in Portland.
by Gertude Ludwig, chairman of
Elden Cook suffered an ill turn
work committee to be turned in at recently.
next meeting.
Town meeting will be March 10.
Exceeding the speed limit was re
ORFF’S CORNER
sponsible for 36.5 percent of the fa
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bucklin
talities and 22.5 percent of the in have returned from the village
juries in 1939.
where they have spent the Winter.
Mrs. Amber Childs and Mrs.
Fannie Weaver attended a Farm
Bureau training class last Thursday
in Wiscasset.
Mrs. Ella York, Edward York,
Mrs. Gertrude Clifford and daugh
ters Ella and Helen of Damariscotta
Mills were guests Sunday of Mr.
Thia Old Treatment Often
and Mrs. Bernard York.
Brings Happy Relief
Mrs. Fred Pratt of Biddeford 9nd
Many nufferera relieve nnsKtnc harkitrhe Mrs. Willis Spear of Warren were
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
callers Saturday at Albert Elwell's.
vl their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of tak
Thomas Bragg and Lulu Jacking theexcewi acids and waste out of the blood.
They help moet people pass about3 pints a day. son. leader and assistant leader of
When disorder of kidney funetion permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it the Orff's Corner 4-H Club, at
may cause nagping backache, rbeumatio tended a leaders’ conference Sat
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy-, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the urday in Nobleboro.
eyes, headaches and dirtiness. Frequent or
Nathaniel Collins has returned
scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wrung from Memorial Hospital where he
with your kidneys or bladder.
has been a surgical patient.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hutchins
Villa, used auceeesfufly by millions for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help the have had as guests their two
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
waste from your blood. Get Doan s Fills.
nephews from Massachusetts.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

A new police force to be on duty
for the last half of the year has
been selected from the junior class.
Chief of the policemen, on duty
outside of the building is John
Storer, whose assistants are Doug
las Cooper, Keith Allen and James
Thomas.

WARREN
ft ft ft ft
ALENA L. STARMWT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 40
Sermon topics Sunday at the
Congregational Church will be: at
10.30 a. m. “Lifted by Kneeling”
and at 7 p. m. “In Three Langur^cs.” Church school will meet
at 9.30.
The sermon Sunday morning at
the Baptist Church will be, “The
Few at Sardis.” At the 7 o'clock
service, the Baptist Young People
will preside, the subject, "The
Citadel That Fell” to be handled
by members of the B.Y.P.U., Miss
Ella Simmons, Clifton iMeservey,
Miss Phyllis Perry. Sterling Stackhouse. The meeting will be con
ducted by MLss Virginia Wyllie,
president. Musical numbers will
be: Vocal duet by Lois and Mary
Norwood; girls' quartets by Misses
Ann Norwood. Lois Bazemore,
Elizabeth Kenniston and Mary
Drewett; and) numbers by the
Young People's choir led by Robert
Wyllie. Church school will meet
at noon.
The initiatory fdegree will be
conferred Monday at Mystic Re
bekah Lodge by Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Lodge of Camden. Supper
will be served at 6.33.
A rally for the young people of
the Lincoln Baptist Association is
planned for Monday night at the
Baptist Church, with Dr. Frank
Littorin of Waterville, director of
young people's work in the State
to be guest speaker. The program
will include several musical num
bers. Supper will be served at the
Montgomery rooms at 6. All young
people are invited.
Mrs. Austin Wiley was dinner
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Wotton in Friendship.
Virginia Cousins is spending a
few days in Pleasantville with her
aunt, Mrs. Maurice Davis.

Chief of the inside policemen is
Bradford Ames, hose assistants
are Edwin Olson, Richard Achorn.
Russell Smith, Robert Kalloch,
Bernard Ramsdell, Sam Rankin.
William Atwell, Jack Smith, Tom
Perry,’ David Bicknell, Arthur
Schofield. Carl Rogers, Herbert

Ellingw’ood, Milton Robarts, Bar
rett Jordan, Robert Smalley, David
Newcombe, Anson Olds, John
Knight. Joe Anastasio. Dudley

UNION

He Waxes Sarcastic

Members of t;«e Rpd Cross will
meet Friday at 2.30 in the vestry
to organize.
Frank Roscoe and Harry Roscoe
of Rockland visited friends here
Sunday.
Sherwood Smith has employ
ment in Connecticut.
Alvah Ames recently suffered a
cracked rib while trying to put
his garage door on a truck. The
box on which he was standing gave
way and he was thrown onto the
rocks.
Leon Esancy is in Springfield.
Mass., at the home of his sister
A utility shower was held re
cently at the home of Mr, and
Mrs. F. E. Burkett for Mr. and
Mrs. W. Mitchell (Ruth Moody).
They received many useful and
beautiful gifts, among which was

a chest of silver from Mr. and
Mrs. Franz U. Burkett of Portland
and Augusta.
A dainty collation
was served.
The Grange sewing circle met
Wednesday with Mrs. Stella Han
non. The next meeting will be
with Mrs. Ida Goss.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard and
friend) of Warren and W. S. Oounce
and family of West Rockport were
guests Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
Bryan Clark is preparing to
build a factory on the Barnard
property where lumber is already
landed. Mr. Clark's business at
Hills Mills had outgrown its home.
Mrs. Leon Ross is in Waterville
for a tonsil operation.

The Friendly B met last Thurs
day with Mrs. Emma Robbins.
Mrs. Stella Hannon entertained
the Grange Circle Friday, work be
ing continued on a quilt.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes, ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred Harjula of Thomaston and
Earl Ludwig of Hope, motored re
cently to Springfield, Mass., and
attended the annual meeting of
the Eastern States Farmers Ex
change.
Miss Wilma Hannon spent the
past week with her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Malcolm Hannon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Ayer are :n
Washington,
D. C.
GLEN COVE
Miss
Edith
Hawes is passing a
The Trytohelp Club was enter
tained Monday night at the home couple of weeks with her sisters
of Mrs. Margaret Gregory, with in Westwood, Roxbury and Auburn,
Mass.
Miss Mildred Graffam assisting.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. Hall, Mrs. Miss Harriet R. Drake
Emily Muray and Mrs. Rhoda Ham
Funeral services for Miss Har
ilton were guests Sunday of Mr. and riet Drake. 73, a buyer for 30 years
Mrs. Walter Crossman in Bangor.
for Thresher Bros., Inc., Boston
A span of horses has been added Silk concern, were held at her
to the Smith Farm at Warrenton. home in Arlington, Mass. Crema
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory and tion at Mt. Auburn cemetery win
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. Hall at be followed iby burial in this town
tended the Eastern Star installa of which Miss Drake was a native.
tion Friday in Rockland.
Miss Drake was educated and
taught school here before going to
Boston 40 years ago. She retired
seven years ago.
Miss Drake was a member of
the Boston Daughters of Maine
and the Arlington Baptist Church.
She leaves a sister Mrs. Emma
Ryan of this place, who was with
her to the end.

WEST WALDOBORO
Old Man Winter hasn't
given Up yet—lie'll still lie with us for

weeks and weeks, planning treacher
ous attacks on Comfort and Health!

Don’t trust to Luck — Depend on

D&H ANTHRACITE
CALL
487

*74e

f Every-Other-Day '
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M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PENNSYLVANIA cMasui Gaol!

Harvey,

Andrew

Coffey,

Walter

Butler,
Clarence
deRochemont,
Robert Coffey, Myron Cummings,
Charles Huntley, Richard Harris,
and Bertram Snow.

And Then A Jay See
Acknowledges That
He, Too, Has Some
Hobbies
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Is this whole nation addicted to
“Hobbies?”
Why are there not other sane
people like you and myself?
On every hand I meet people who
are collecting, collecting and col
lecting. Every object that we threw
away last year we are now told by
these deluded collectors that had
we saved these beautiful (?) things
we could now be collecting "really
trply money” for them. These vic-

Howard Miller of Thomaston
spent the weekend with his grand
parents Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
iRev. Harry Daniels of Port Clyde
who conducts services Friday
nights at the Baptist Church, will
have extra vocal and instrumental
music tomorrow night.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear and
children were at their cottage Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney
were callers Sunday at the Riley
Bradford farm where Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Bradford are now re
siding since their home in East
Friendship was destroyed by fire.

«”nI

Advertisements ln thia column not
to exceed three lines Inserted onoe for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Flvs
small words to e line.

FOR SALE
THE Wight sale. 13 Claremont St..
Is to be continued Saturday and daily
thereafter until closed.___________ 28-lt
BRAND new silk hand braided rug
for sale. CALL 1014-W.__________ 28*33
FISHING boat for sale without en
gine. 30' long. 8' 3” beams, 3’ draught,
with pilot house. Apply to BYRON
BURNES. Friendship or S. P WHIT
NEY. O'Hara's.
28 30
CLOSING Out! Coon dogs for sale:
also pigeons. Tumblers. Fantails. Roll
ers. and Homers. No reasonable offer
refused. PERRY GREENE KENNELS.
Warren.
28*30
NEW milch Guernsey cow for sale.
4 years old; also a 3 week old calf.
JOHN
VISANEN.
Beechwood
St.
Thomaston,________________________28-30
BARGAINS—1 Crosley 6 ft. Shelvador refrigerator; 1 Speed Queen wash
er with pump, late models used for
demonstration only; 1 RC.A. Victor
1941 model 9 tube console radio; 1
1941 Zenith table radio, brand new
but with slightly damaged cabinets.
Easy terms. MATNE MUSIC CO 27-29
STAR motor, with water pump,
shaft, stuffing box and 12-ln. propel
ler. complete for boat for sale. In ex
cellent condition, all for $35. Also
Ford T motor and colls, good shape,
$8
Plenty erf Ford and Chevrolet
naeff parts R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley
Lane. Rockland.
26*28
30-GAL. 250 lb. test Pine Tree Cop
per Range Boiler with stand for 6ale.
Price low for cash. 138 Main St., Tel.
676-W_____________________________ 25-tf
WE buy and sell second-hand fur
niture of all kinds; before you make
a deal, get our appraisal price, at
Furniture Exchange, 235 Main St.. Tel.
1350, Rockland____________________ 25 tf
Hard wooa per root, fitted, $1.50;
Sawed. $1 40: long. $1.30. M. B. * C. O
PERRY. Tel. 487.
26-tf
D. 4t H. hard ooal, egg. stove, nut
$14 50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton, del Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del. M. B. 8c C.
O PERRY, 519 Main Sit., Tel. 487. 26-tf

NATIONAL ACCIDENT AND HEALTH NATIONAL ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
INSURANCE COMPANY
INSURANCE COMPANY
of Philadelphia
of Philadelphia
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
ASSETS DEC Jl, 1940
Real Estate.
$44,512 00 Real Estats.___________ __ $ 44.512.00
Mortgage Loane.
195.366 75 Mortgage Loans, _.......... __ 195,366.75
Collateral Loans.
584 84 Collateral Loans,
,
___
584.84
Stocks and Bonds
400.833 96 Stocks and Bonds. -------- ___ 400.8JJ.96
Cash ln Office and Bank
78 344 04 Cash in Office and Bank ___ 78,344.04
Bills Receivable.
1.921 09 Agents' Balances, ______
Interest and Rents.
5.776 46 Bills Receivable.......... .......
1.921.09
All other Assets.
32,790 77 Interest and Rents. _____
5.776.46
All other Assets. _____
_ 32,790.77
Gross Assets.
$760,138 41
Deduct Items not admitted.
60.153 48
Gross Assets,
.$760,138.41
Deduct items not admitted. _ 60.153.48
Admitted.
$669,985 43
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1940
Admitted,
.$669,985.43
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$79,764 46
Net
Unpaid
Losses,
f 79,764.46
Unearned Premiums,
44.469 48
AU other Liabilities.
69.893 08 Unearned Premiums, ______ 44,469.48
69,893.08
Cash Capital.
200.000 00 All other Liabilities, ________
200,000.00
Surplua over all Liabilities. 305.858 41 Cash Capital,_____ _
Surplus over aU Liabilities, _ 305,858.41
Total LlabUltles and
Surplus.
$699,958 43 Total Liabilitiaa and Surplus, ..$699,958.43

as-ru-34

/h Z\ A F*
Oorrespondc

R. E. Stevens. Leland Delano
house calls. Practically the larger and Nestor Niemi are at home
part of objects they seek are of no from Fort Devens where they have
value except to gratify their longing had employment.
for a collection to excel that of
tMftr friend A, B or C and so they
go on until the style changes. GEORGES RIVER ROAD
A devotional meeting will be held
Stbmps, old coins, goblets, lamps,
old china, books, almanacs of an in Finn town Sunday at 1.30 o'clock.
Miss Sandra Keturi has returned
cient vintage, old glass mables,
rosettes from horses bridles, sleigh to her place of employment in
bells, cowbells, horse bells, old hand Cambridge, Mass., after a vacation
school bells, even Paul Revere spent here as guest of Mrs. Elias
chttYch bells if they can get them. Mahonen and Mrs. John Niemi.
Miss Ellen Stein returned Satur
Indian relics such as arrows,
spears, hatchets and other stone im day from Bath where she stayed
plements. In fact I have named the week with her mother and step
only a small proportion of the junk father Mr. and .Mrs. Harold Pease.
these deluded people are piling up.
Congratulations aae extended to
I am personally acquainted with Miss Dorothy Johnson and Walter
one woman in Rockland who col Henry, members of Jolly Toilers
lects keys. It may be that she is 4-H Club, who have been chosen as
training and preparing to become special delegates to attend State
a burglar or bank robber as some Camp at U. of M. next Summer.
of the door openers in her collec Penny Carnival
tion are large enough to be keys to
Winter has almost gone for the
a whole city.
carnival
is here! What carnival
And the worst of all in my opinion
is the “button collector.” And next The Penny Carnival at the Georges
to him (or her) is the collector of River schoolhouse Thursday night
shaving mugs. Thank Heaven there at 7 o'clock.
The Jolly Toilers 4-H Club girls MISCELLANEOUS
are a few sane people left!
Just to see what this delusion and boys liave been busy for weeks
WOULD like to hear from reliable
does to people I am making a few preparing to give an evening of men
we can train to overhaul. Instal;
and
service Air Conditioning and Re
little experiments. I pride myself fun and instructive entertainment
frigerating Equipment. Must be me
that no hobby can get the best of and all fcr a few pennies Whoever chanically Inclined. No Interference
me. I have some old stamps, quite heard) of playing a game of beano with pit-sent occupation For Inter
view wr'te at once giving name, ada let of old copper coins, a few good for a .penny with a chance of win dr
'Si. ege UTILITIES INST.. % The
Courier-Gazette
___________________ 28*30
old books, two or three old lamps, ning a valuable prize. And then
MEN.
Women
Over 40! Old? Weak,
25 or 30 arrow heads and a box of the refreshments — punch, sand
Rundown? Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep
buttons. As this whole lot does not wiches and home-made candy. up
bodies lacking Iron. Vitamin BI.
take up more than a few cubic yards Your pennies will certainly go far. Get vim Get ''Introductory” 35c .size
Call, write C. H MOOR 8c CO.,
of space I can add a little more to The demonstration on first aid today.
and all other good drug stores.
27*35
each line and still be where I can and sandwich making may some
Posting Notice
I will not pay any bills contracted
return to normalcy with slight ef time help save a life—from hunger
my wife. Mrs. Lydia K McNeil of
fort if I ever see that any hobby is or drewning. And men, go and by
Rockland. WILLIAM A McNEXL 26*28
gaining any ascendency over me.
SEWING machines oiled and ad
see what happens when a woman
justed $1.
Rebuilding a specialty.
At present I have no intention of buys a hat—adv. *
BOX 254, Rockport.
26*28
reducing my small accumulations.
THIS ls to notify all that from this
I frequently see in the possession
date. I wlU pay only those bills con
tracted by myself. OLIVER ATHEARN
of others articles of small value SOUTH LIBERTY
Perry Davis of South Montville Union, Me., Feb 28, 1941________ 26*28
that they insist on keeping. In
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
some cases I think certain of these was a visitor Monday at W. R. dependable hauling waste and ashes.
IRENE C. ADOLPHSEN. Tel. 1399 26-28
articles would look good in my col Cole’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay recent
lection. Really these people should
ly visited Mrs. Millay's mother, Mrs.
sell.
•
•
But I have one direct question to Belle Howes in Searsmont.
Mrs. Bernice Light was recent
ask. Do you consider it any harm
y p e w rite r s
for me to experiment just a little to guest of Mrs. Edith Light in East
see if there is any way to help un Washington.
Will Wellman of Liberty is start
dermine and destroy these perni
AU Makes—New and Used
ing out cord wood for R. E. Cun
cious habits?
New Portables,
And now just one more question ningham.
129.50, $54.50, $39.50, $54.50
Thelma Linscott is clerking for
and I am done. What is your
hobby or hobbies and how much has Robert Esancy for a short time.
Rockland Typewriter Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ripley are
your mind been affected by them,
granting there be more than one of at the home of Allen Ripley for a 71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
time.
them?
A. Jay See
Union, March 2.

A total of 11 states now have
constitutional
amendments pro
Miss Winchenbach over the week
hibiting
State
legislatures from
end.
taking
taxes
collected
from motor
Bryant Levensaler of Waldoboro
has bought the Frank Miller farm. ists and using such funds for nonMrs, Eldora Grose of Gross Neck Wghway purposes.

VINALHA1
ICRS OSCAR O

In Everybody’s Column LOST ANO FOUND

CUSHING

tiips of their craze make house to

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peterson
of Leominster, Mass., we c callers
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence visited Saturday with Mrs. Etta
AUdS.
Creamer.
Mr. and1 Mr;. Dewey Winc.ienMark Smith of Marblehead,
bach and Mrs. Alfred Wa’tz of Mass., visited at their home over
Gross Neck wer* Augusta visitors the weekend.
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newbig and
Elmer Wir.oapaw is visiting rela chldren and Mrs. Althea Win
tives in Farmington. Mass.
chenbach of Friendship spent Sun
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach of day with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Augusta spent the weekend with Kaler.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Winchenbach. Miss Vera Jameson
of East Waldoboro was guest of

SENTER f CRANE'S

f Every-Other-Day

BABY'S bathlnette lost Saturday be
tween Witham's lobster pound. Rock
port and Union St., Rockland. TEI
1086-M. 91 Union St.. City_______28-30

The Night Haqfks
night with My,
The 4-H Club met 3'
with Mits Ruth Ofttv
Ladies of the (1A1
Friday; iupper at 5Si
C. P. Grime i v'$ltei
Hwkland.
rie Valois Comma
meets Friday n«ght
A public dinner »i|
at the Grand Army rc
Meeting day by Vt
The proceeds will bb
rent expenses of the ,
Miss Flora Paifie -v
a patient ln Sibley,.H<
lngton. D. C. for sen.
recovered and wHl
to resume her wqrk In
Administration.
Red Men Installed
Fequoit Tribe held
banquet and ball I
wigwam with 200 pi
hall was appropriati
with red. white aiu
headu, stuffed birds
blankets. Red men
80 in number sat at t
fully laden with chicki
After the banquet
ceremonies were p
Past Great Sachem ol
ford', IRedcnnet and
Past Sachems of Peqi
an able and lmprei
Great chiefs ir.stallii
Great Sachem Bradh
great prophet. O. V
senior Sagamore, Lal
great junior Sagamei
man; Great Machi
Ingerson; Great c
keeper of wampum, I
Sr.; Great Chief of
Conway; Great Sana;
ings; Great Sachem.
New officers cf Pe
stalled; Sachem, HI
prophet, Harry Yu
Sagamore, Lyford P

GREEN crocheted pocketbook lost ln
Perry's Main St. market Wednesday
Contains keys and money. Reward
“T. R.” % C.-O office.
20*28

WANTED
WHITENING. papering, painting and
; all types of cleaning wanted by Alj FRED CHURCH Tel 114-J_______ 28-30
U S. Roofing and Painting Co
Rooms to paper wanted. $5 up. com
plete with all material and labor.
Celling whitened tl 50 up. TEL. 270 W
28-tf

MIDDLE-aged man wanted for light
farm work
Have few cows. 1 horse,
one to ®t>ive car If necessary. Year
round Job. Write “C" care CourierGazette
____________ 28*30

GARAGE space warmed for one cs.
near Lindsey St. Write “A” care Cou
rier-Gazette._______________________ 27*29

24-INCH Jigsaw and 18 or 20-lnch
surface board planer wanted
TEL
865-R.
27*29

- ■*/

—--------------------------

WOMEN (2) would you Jtke to help
with the family budget? F*ull or part
time
Write MISS HILLIARD. Bn'.
367. Newark, N. J.
27*29

III
f/Z

OOOD home for aged persons or In
valids at 17 Suffolk St., expert, indi
vidual attention. TEL. 1200.
17*19-tf
USED upright piano wanted ln good
MAINE MUSIC OO.. Tel
condition
17-ti
708.
POSITION wanted by middile aged
woman as housekeeper for man. Cook
or companion to elderly lady. Honest
and capable.
Write or apply to
HOUSEKEEPER, 12 State St.. City
____________________________________ 26*28

F
CRA

MASTI
FOR EOUA

8 HIPYARD Welding
ind burning
taught the all practical way Our 15
years' experience In shipyard work
assures you of proper Instruction Low
tuition, convenient terms. CAPITOL
WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave .
Portland. Tel. 3-2451.______________ 11*28

FOR SWt

Si

FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
rsl’ed for and delivered T .1. FLEM
ING, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W
17-tf

TO LET
TWO tenements to rent. Inquire of
ARTHUR OROVER. Grover 8hell Sta
tion. corner Broadwaiy and Cedar Sts .
Tel 8187,________________________ 28 30

TWO small heated apartments to let.
electricity and water furnished. ;2
Lisle St.. Rockland. CALL 1178 lor
details. ___________________________ 27 29

7-ROOM tenement to let at 24 Cres
cent 8t.. with flush and lights. Newly
renovated. $12. TEL 785-R______ 27*29
THREE furnished rooms to let. fur
nlshed <x unfurnished with private
bath. Apply 65 North Main St., TEI
887-M.
27-tf
FOUR unfurnished rooms to lr
with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
12 Knox J3tJTEL 156 W_________ 27-29
THREE furnished rooms to let. fur
nished or unfurnished for light house
keeping with private bath Apply 65
North Main St . TEL. 887-M.
21 tf
ROOM to let at 15 Orove St. MRS
FLORA COLLINS, Tel. 579-W.
26-tf
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
M. ARMATA. The Men's Shop. Main
8c Park 8ts.. Rockland
26 tf
LARGE store with three rooms and
bath ln rear. 73 Park St. Center 6tore
In block. $« week. V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main St.
26 tf
FOUR-room furnished, heated apt
to let. automatic hot water. At 15
Summer St. H. M FROST, Tel 318-W
________
'
■ ____________ 26 tf
HEATED apartment to let. modern
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
rooms, bath end kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St. or TEL 158 or 723-R
26 tf
TWO or 3 room furnished apt to
let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
REN or 11 JAMBS QT.
26-tf

FOR MA)

FOR A ’’RIDI^

One

of the'
In'cnmiiig clei
another triiin
an cncaHemer
of your llodj,
driving with
the only e»»en
ran shift if ya
you have the
with Dodge,
unnecessary i)

Your pure
poaM*baion of,
enduring style
Podge perldr
complete inv<
deuler'a aliowi
TIME IN I

Eggs And Chicks
CLEMENTS Chicks- “Stand the gaff”
of heavy, profitable production be
cause they have years of finest breed
ing behind them. Customers report
excellent results. You can get them
too. Pullet chicks In all breeds Write
for free complete catalogue CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winterport, Me.________________
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched
from 2-year-old hens; also day-old
roosters 2c each.. W. H. TOLMAN

WHAT CAUSES
EPILEPSY?

DOD^

nun oum ouir is txn*

FASTEST SELLING L01

A booklet containing the opinions of fam
ous doetord on this interesting subiect will
be sent FREE, while they last, to any reader
writing to. the Educational^Division, 535

***** Ave_

Nm AMta M. Y. Oapt- M W8

D
park street,

;
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THE STORY OF

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

THE VINALHAVEN BAND
By Sidney L. Winslow

PURE FRUIT

Ever since I can remember there has been a Vlnalhaven band that
has been a credit to the community, and which has averaged up
pretty well with the other bands with which it has come In contact.
I am pleased to state that Vlnalhaven’s grand old citizen, the late
Owen P Lyons, was a member of the original Vlnalhaven band and
had been directly or indirectly connected with all subsequent
Vinalhaven bands to date. Joseph W. Kittredge, leader of our
present day band, and several other members of the organization
were at one time, pupils ot Mr. Lyons. A large amount of the
material used in the first part of the following story was taken
from the files of The Courier-Gazette and Vlnalhaven Scho.
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IAT CAUSES
EPILEPSY?
taining tha opinions of famthis interesting sublet will

hila they last, to any reader
Educational/.Division, 535

when “Unde Joe’- Cannon was the
(Seventh Installment)
speaker; at the recep
Below are listed seme of the principal
tion for Charles Evans Hughes at i
most prominent occasions In I Rockland ln the Fall of 1911; also
which Smith's Vlnalhaven Band at Rockland's reception of World
War Veterans when Oeff. John
took part:
There were outings to Searsport, Pershing was special guest of
Cast ne, Rockland, etc., with local honor. Rockland's "’Pelican Day" i
Knights Templar and Patriarch called the band' into service once
more and 'there were but few
Militant.
Ked Men Installed
z\* **»
One of the outstanding everts events of importance in Knox
Pequoit Triibe held installation,
during
Smith's Vinalhaven Band’s County in which cur band did not
barquet and ball Friday at its
early days was Its participation In take part.
wigwam with 200 present. The
Smith’s Vinalhaven Band was
Bert Farnham's Big Band Day in
hall was appropriately decorated
I August 1906 when all the bands’ organized in 1904 and continued
with red. white and blue, deer
This Baptist Church was the first to be built in what is now Thomas | of Knox County consolidated into to function u,p to 1923, the long
heat i. stuffed birds, and Indian
ton,
Rockland, Owl’s Head and South Thomaston. It was struck by light one big aggregation and made the est lived of any Vinalhaven Band
blankets. 'Red men and. ladies.
streets of Rockland1 resound with to date. A new organization was
80 in number sat at tables, bounti ning and burned Feb. 15, 1898. Photo loaned by Flora Baum of South the stirring strains of such classi formed in about the year 1923
Thomaston.
fully laden with chicken.
cal marches as “Indiana State and has continued, intermittently,
After the banquet, installation
Band," ’Guard de Corps,-' “Our to date. This band is really a
ceremonies were performed by nior Sagamore, George Swears; ization.
Director. ’ “10th Regiment March," tributary ot Smith's Vinalhaven
Dancing followed the installa
Past Great Sachem of Maine. Brad Keeper of Wampum, O. V. Drew;
and “Our Guiding Star,” the latter Band but is known merely as the
ford Redonnet and his suite of collector cf wampam. C. Meservey tion with music by Arey's orches - march being a composition of the Vinalhaven Band.
Past Sachems of Pequoit Tribe, in F. Ames; Chief of Records. Melville tra.
The veteran bandiman Joseph W.
late James Wight of Rockland.
an able and impressive manner. Smith; First and Second Sanaps,
Smith's Vinalhaven Band took Kittredge is the leader having
Great chiefs installing were: Past Clyde Orcutt, Everett Billings; NORTH HAVEN RED CROSS
’ part in the reception to Presictent held this position longer than any
Great Sacliem Bradford Redonnet; First. Second. Third and Fourth
In November a report was given Taft in Rockland on July’ 26. 1910; other local bandsman.
great prophet. O. V. Drew; great warriors; Edward Dickey, Robert of the work of the Red Cross at a political rally in Rockland
(To be continued)
senior Sagamore. Lafayette Smith; Johnsen, Forrest Maker, Fred which had been carried on ln
great junior Sagamore, Guy Snow Healey; First, second, third and North Haven during the year. This
man; Great Machiniwa. Walter fourth braves. Frank Healey, Ed work has continued during the {Public Employes
TALK OF THE TOWN
Ir.gerson; Great collector and ward Ames. Ross Gray. W. C. Winter and' last week another ship
Private Maurice K. Shepherd
keeper of wampum. Hollis Burgess. Winslow; guard of wigwam, Orrin ment was made to the Rockland
i spent the weekend with his parAdj. Gen. Hanson
Sr; Great Chief of records. Max Boulilier, guard of the forest, Don Chapter of which this is a branch.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. ShepIf this work is to be continued
Cor.way; Great Sanap. W. J. Bill ald McLaughlin.
Explains Their Status lents,
I
herd
returning
to Mitchel Field, L.
ings; Great Sachem, Hilton Young.
The talk by Past Great Sachem, interested citizens are asked to go
Relative
To
Selective
i
I.,
N.
Y.
Wednesday.
New officers of Pequoit tribe In Redonnet was much enjoyed. The to the Red Cross meeting which
Service
stalled; Sachem, Hilton Young; Red Men are proud to have such will be held in the Library build
Twenty-nine members of Seven
ing
Friday
night.
New
officers
prophet, Harry Your.g; Senior an able a speaker belonging to
Public employes in Maine are Tree Orange of Union attended
Sagamore, Lyford Philbrook; Ju- j the ICO percent American organ will be elected! and matters of im
portance acted1 upon.—Maude M. being given exactly the same con Pomona Saturday in Scuth Hope.
sideration with regard to occupa D. Linwood Carroll and staff were
Simpson, local chairman.
tional deferment from Selective Invited to Burkettville to install
service training as is .given to pri Grange officers Tuesday.
NORTH HAVEN
vate employes. General J. W. Han
One cipher slipped off the figures son, State director, said today. It
Francis Haraden, was in Munici
in the report of the town meeting is simply a question of how each in pal Court yesterday on a charge of
appropriations. Tlie correction is: dividual best can serve his country, speeding on Park street. He plead
Subsidy for town and school physi whether it be in military or civilian ed guilty, and his license was sus
capacity, he pointed out.
cian, $2000.
pended for ten days. Charles St.
Murray Stone of Camden is in “Many questions have arisen," Clair, also in court on a speeding
Director Hanson asserted, “as to charge, was fined $10 and costs
town this week.
the
status of public employes—fed- $4 70. The fine was suspended and
Miss Julia Tooth cf Brookline
: eral. State and local—under the he was placed on probation for six
was weekend guest at the home of Selective Service System. Most of
Eleanor Thornton and Edith Bloom. these questions indicate consider months. The arrests were made by
A Red Cross meeting will be held able misunderstanding of the prin City Patrolman Roland .Sukeforth.
Friday night at 7.30 in the library ciple of occupational deferment.
Chief cf Police Arthur D. Fish
building. Everyone interested is Seme local government officials
reports
that a great many com
asked to be present.
have raised the question of group plaints hvae come into the police
Douglas Stone celebrated his exceptions for local public employes. department, regarding speeding
fourth birthday March 1 by enter Such groups exemptions, or course, and driving past stop signs, and he
taining these friends: James Mc are prohibited by law.
wishes to notify the public that a
“This is covered clearly by the check on those violations is soon to
Donald. Rexie Crockett, Judy Walk
er. Lawrence Pierce. Evelyn Brown, provisions of the Selective Training be made, and all offenders will bc
Edward Beverage, Patricia Calder and Service Act and Regulations. taken Into court. Motorists who
«. etstafitfete
^eiZOtes/
wood and Paul Quinn. Ice cream These provide that a local board do not bring their car to a full
and cake were served.
Horns, may defer any man who is found stop at a stop sign will be taken
noisemakers and balloons furnished to be necessary in his job where the Into court subject to a fine.
much of the afternon’s entertain- job Ls in an activity that is
FLOATING POWER
I
ment. The mothers were also pres productive or useful and con
Members of the two Rug Clubs,
CRADLES YOUR ENGINE FOR LONGER LIFE
ent and Douglas received many tributes to the well-being of the who will exhibit their hooked rugs
nice gift. A birthday cake was community or the Nation. Further Friday at the Bok Home for
MASTER HYDRAULIC BRAKES
made and presented by Douglas’ more, it should be kept in mind Nurses, are Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin,
FOR EQUAL-PRESSURE BRAKING EFFICIENCY AND SAFETY
aunt, Mrs. Kathleen Waterman. that there is little probability that Mrs. Knott C. Rankin, Mrs. Arthur
Upon presentation Douglas re so many individuals would be se F. Lamb, Mrs. Herbert Emmons,
lected at any one time from any Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Mrs. Walter
FINGER-TIP STEERING
marked. “Isn’t it a beauty?"
one
enterprise or activity as to C. Ladd. Mrs. Ruth O. Bird, Mrs.
FOR SWEETER, SMOOTHER HANDLING AT THE WHEEL
cripple it.
Hervey C. Allen. Mrs. McKinley,
SOUTHWEST HARBOR
"Any employer, private or public, Mrs. Tuttle. Miss Charlotte Buf
SAFETY-STEEL BODY
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hodgkins who is concerned will do well to fum, Mrs. Harold Leach. Mrs. CarFOR MAXIMUM SAFETY AND YOUR PEACE OF MIND
have arrived' in California. Enroute make a list of all key men who are roll, Mrs. Jerome Burrows, Mrs.
they visited their son Roger in ncessary in his activity between the Edwin L. Scariott, Mrs. Gilmore W.
Portland.
They expect to return ages of 21 to 36, then strike off all Soule, Mrs. Clarence Munsey, Mrs.
FULL-FLOATING RIDE
in
April.
Robert Hodgkins ar.d of those who are married and those Thomas C. Stone and Mrs. Lloyd
FOR A “RIDING ZONE" WITH COMPLETE SHOCK PROTECTION
"Ted" Hanccck are managing the who are physically unfit. The re Daniels.
electrical business in their ab mainder will be those who may be
subject to call for training. Then
of the clearest facta in the automobile industry,
sence.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Reber t
take 5% of the total number. This
Iwcoming clearer every day, ia that Hodge ia ecoring
Tne W.C.T.U meets Friday with figure should give an approximation Esancy.
another triumph with ita own Dodge Fluid Drive...
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Light of
Mrs. Fred Rcbbins.
of the number of employes who
an cneaaement of oil now becoming sole transmitter
Alonzo Hodgdon who has spent might be selected frem those eligible South Liberty were recent callers
of your Dodge motive power. Result-—riding and
several years in Chicago recently for training during any given year at the Aubert Leigher home.
visited his father and other rela under the present Act, if there were
driving with oil smoothness —and your accelerator
tives in this vicinity. He enters no provision made for occupational
the only essential driving mechanism. Of course, you
today an Army training camp in deferment.
can shift if you want to* And for full-speed getaway,
“In light of these facts, no city,
Tennessee.
,
you have the proper gear at your finger tips. But
State
or other government depart
with Dodge Fluid Drive, gear shifting has become
Miss Evelyn Rcbbins was re
ment
need suffer any loss of effi
cent guest of Mr. and) Mrs. J. S.
unnecessary in ordinary driving.
Rachel — ii waan’t th* picnic
Harmcn. Mrs. (Lewis Kirby and ciency through the operation of
that ruined your romance! It
Selective
Service."
Your purchase of a 1941 Dodge brings you into
Mrs. Kenneih Woodward in Jones
was that same old cake. Try
possession of America's finest motor car value. With
new cakes, new recipes. Simply
port.
use Rumford Baking Powder
enduring stvle and beauty, it brings you the six great
NORTH BURKETTVILLE
and
you’ll be able to pick out
Dodge performance features which are your own
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Ireland and
any good recipe you want. For
complete investment insurance. Call at your Dodge
son of China spent the weekend
with Rumford you don’t have
to change the directions to fit
dealer's showroom for your first Fluid Drive—today.
at the home of Willard Ireland.
a special kind of baking pow
Mrs. £usie Esancy went Satur
der action. The amount of bak
TUNE IN MAJOOBOWtS, C.B.S.. THURSDAYS. • TO M F. IL. E.S.T.
day to Waterville to consult an
ing powder the directions call
eye special st. She was accom
for — that s the right amount
to use of Rumford for perfect
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
GOOD
results every time. FREE. Send
Jones and daughter Arlene.
for new booklet, containing
Miss
Jean
Esancy
visited
last
REASONS*^
doiens of bright ideas to imThursday and Friday with her sis
prove your baking. Address:
ter Mrs. Gwendolyn Sukeforth.
WHY
‘ Rumford Baking Powder, Box
J, Rumford, Rhode Island.
Howard Collins and friend of
Danvers. Mass., passed the week
end with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Turner and
use MUSTEROLE for two daughters and Mrs. Lelia Tur
ner w’ere visitors Saturday in Au
VINALHAVEN
gusta.
& ROCKLAND
Miss Arabella Millay and friend
STEAMBOAT
CO.
of 'Rcckland recently visited at
BOCKLAND,
MB.
Earl Millay s.
Mother—Give YOUR Child
Roy Luce and Virg'l Simmons
This Santo Expart Cara 1
Service te:
of
North Union have employment
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
At
the
first
sign
of
*
chest
cold
the
IThia ia Detroit da!ir~
Quintuplets' throats and chests are with Lorenzo Lirseott.
ington, Iale on Hoot, Swan’s
ered price and includaa
rubbed with Children’s Mild Musterole
lift
all Federal taxea and
Island and Frenchboro
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
Grover
and
—
a
product
made
to
promptly
relieve
all atandardequipment.
Tranaportatioa, atata
the DISTRESS of children’s colds and son Edward of Rockland spent
WINTER SERVICE
and local taxea (ifany),
resulting bronchial and croupy coughs. Sunday at the home of Edward
ext re.Front directional
Subject to change without notice.
Relief
usually
comes
quickly
because
aiinala, buenperiuarda
Musterole is MORE than an ordinary MUlay.
and white wall tiraa at
nuiB
oeir 2r firm*
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Courtland Pryor, eldest son of
elitM extra coat. Fluid
“salve.” It helps break up local con
Drive S35 extra. See
gestion. As Musterole is used on the Roland: Pryor is confined to his
A.
ML
P. M.
your Dodie dealer for
Quints vou may be sure you are using bed with an attack of appendicitis.
5.30
Lv.
Swan
’
s
Island,
Ar.
6-00
aaay budfot terma.
just about the BEST product made.
Pricaa aubject ta
6JD Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Mrs.
Lelia
Turner
has
returned
Also
in
Regular
and
Extra
Strength
for
change
without
notice
FASTEST SELLING LOWEST-MUCEB CAR WITH FLUID DRIVE
those preferring a stronger product. home after a few days' visit at
7 J® Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
CHILDRXN'S
__ _
8 J® Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
the home of Raymond Carlton in
9-3® Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1J0
South Union.
DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
119-tf
Mrs. Frankie Sukeforth of Bur
IM
ROCKLAND, ME.
PARK street,
kettville visited Sunday with her

DODGE
MID DRIVE

One

DODGE

HUSteroLE

I

d//f/wtnA

, MARGARINE
1 LB.

PKGS
MILD
LB.

RASPBERRY

^STRAWBERRY

25c LARD
23c EGGS

PURE
1 LB
PKGS

LARGE
NATIVE
DOZ.

BUTTER
FLOUR
CRACKERS
PEACHES
RINSO or OXYDOL

1 LB.
ROLL

BROOKSIDE

CREAMERY

FINAST
BREAD
24*4 LB

FANCY
PASTRY

BAG

BAG

24K LB

MAYFLOWER

SODA

RICHMOND

LGE
TINS

SLICED OR HALVES

PKG.

TALL

EVANGELINE

TINS

EVAPORATED

SMOKED

SHORT SHANK

SHOULDERS
finast

tomato
JUICE

A»»o-

DEL MONTE

FRUIT
SALAD
TIN

FINAST SPINACH
ADDIfOTC
UNPEELED
MrltlLW
I > WHOLE
IN HEAVY SYRUP
SEEDLESS RAISINS FANCY
WHITE SPRAY
ROLLED OATS Quick or Regular

2
o
X
J
2

25^
??n°s 33c
PKGS 19C
p’kgs 29C
TINS

20 o>

PANCAKE FLOUR SPRAY
PKG
CO-OP. BRAND
MAPLE SYRUP PURE VERMONT
FANCY SHRIMP LARGE 2 Vfe’ 27®
FISH FLUFF
10c
PILLSBURY’S cake flour
23c
CLAPP’S “o"
Chopped Variety
TIN IO®

24 oz
TINS

30 or

LB.

5 TO 7 LB. AVE.

WHITE

14 oi TINS
3 11

25c

TOPS in FLAVOR.. yet among

17 OZ
TINS

the LOWEST IN PRICE
Most people like that home
baked flavor and that's what
you get in Olde Style Bread

PURE MIRABEL

BIG

Orange
Marmalade
2 LB JAR 25c

rYOR' GARDEN

PEACHES
Just like Old lathioned how.
pr<1.rv.d peach.*

Elbe.ta variety •"
heavy syrup.

30 oz
TIN

I LB 4 oz'
LOAVES
THLRL ARL O’HER PIRST NATIONAL BREADS IN A WIDE VARIETY

6 oi

OR SPAGHETTI

O JARS
»LB

PERSONAL

QUINTUPLETS
CHEST CQLDS

, 21b JAR

Ilk JAR

MACARONI WHITE SPRAY
PKGS
CALO “Jc" FOOD
I2oi
''4 lb
BOSCO AMPL1FI
jar
jyv
JAR 23c
YORK STATE OR
' BUUC 19C
PEA BEANS
MICHIGAN
Vegetable
3t.n 37C
MARVO Shortening ',1514«
LB
CAKE FLOUR WHITE SPRAY 2%
PKG
WHEAT CEREAL WHITE
SPRAY
TIMBERLAKE
RED SALMON FANCY ALASKA TALL
TIN
AVALON CIGARETTES 2T 21c
PEA SOUP FRENCH STYLE
3 'flNs’* 17e

FRUITS rW VEGETABLES
CALIFORNIA—TABLE

LARGE SIZE

GRAPEFR’T 5 for 19c ORANGES

doz 29c

NEW

FLORIDA—JUICY

ORANGES 2 doz 39c CABBAGE 4 lbs 19c
LARGE

ICEBERG

hd 5c CARROTS 3 bch 15c

LETTUCE

FANCY

FRESH GREEN

2 lbs 17c BEETS

PEAS

3 bchs 15c

CRISP

FRESH

TOMATOES
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST

LEMONS

‘

lb 17c SPINACH

3 lbs 19c

FINAST

doz 19c CELERY Ige bch 15c
WE REDEEM ORANGE AND BLUE STAMPS

I
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Every-Other-Da?

Isence of the pastor, who is confined
[ mittee members, those attending PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY
days of Washington and Lincoln
SEARSMONT
to his home this week by illness.
with an appropriate program of
were Lieut, and Mrs. J. Edward
ROCKPORT
The Woman's Society for Chris
THOMASTON
, Marks, Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss, Mr.
TIM HOLT IN “FARGO KID”
Mrs. A. Belle Skinner who has tian Service met frecentty with. reading and singing.
j
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Ingalls,
Mr.
and
ftftftft
been ill the past two months is Mrs. Harold Cobb. The hostess
«
Mrs. Cora Stickney <f Washing
Mrs Forrest Grafton, Mr. and Mrs.
able to be about the house and is salved light refreshments.
T.mA
n.
CHAMPNE'!
ton has been visiting at the home
SHIRLEY T. WIIJ..IAMS
Roland Ware and Mr. and Mrs.
showing satisfactory improvement.
Correspondent
of her daughter, Mrs. WillLs Banks.
Co rti ponderit
Stephen Lavender
Mrs. Belle Howes, Mrs. Elonia
A
study
of
the
text
book
"The
ftftftft
ZS
ZX XX
Mrs. Henry McCorrison. MLss
The ladies of St. John’s parish are
MethcdLst Church' will be featured Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs. Georgia Frye, and Mr. and Mrs,
Ttel.
2SO»
Tel. l&O
serving a public tuna casserole supat the 7 o'clock service tonight at Ralph Freeman called last Thurs Stanley McCorrison, ail of Montpe • tomorrow night at the parish
j the Methodist Church, and Friday day on Mrs. Ella Turner in Free ville, were recent callers on Miss
Herbert Crockett has announced night another &tudy period
dom.
Tlie Thursday Niters Beano Club hall at 5 30.
that he will not be a candidate for lcwr the monthly meeting of
members enjoyed a chicken-pie At st Johns Church tomorrow at
At its meeting Fiiday, Rosewood Belle Lowfh and W’. C. Creamer.
the
re-election
as
foreman
of
the
G.
F.
tupper Tuesday at the Thoma-ton g 30 a. m. there will be held Holy
Chapter, O.E.S. observed the birthMrs. Olin Bonnln of Skowhegan
official board.
Burgess Fire Co.
Cafe, after which the group pro- Euchaiist and at 7.30 p. m. Stawas recent guest at the home of
Mrs. Myron Parker cf Searsport Edwin L. Graves
ceeded to the home of Mrs. Olive tions cf the Cress with Rev Lansing
ferment will be in West Rockport. her sister, Mrs. Colby Howard.
Brazier and spent the evening play- g. Putman the .special preacher,
was weekend guest at the home of | Edwin L;nccln Oraves, 87, died
F. A. Dunton is a surgical paMr. Graves is survived by a
ing beano. In the party were Mrs. Saturday at 8 30 a*m. ,Holy Euher son-in-law and daughter, Mr. Wednesday morning at hLs heme nephew. Elmer Graves of Rockland, tient at the Bradbury Memorial
and Mrs. Frank Rider.
Ada Chadwick cf Rockland. Mrs. j charist.
on Meadow street, following a long Mass., three nieces, Mrs. Ethel Hospital in Belfast. Mrs. Dunton
Etta Benner, Mrs. Annie Mank, j R
Raysor of Philadelphia,
Mr. and Mrs. John Dyer, Mr and period of ill health.
Edgell, Miss Gertrude Graves of is staying with their daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Addie Jones. Mrs. Ruby Hall, vjsjted Tuesday and Wednesday
Mrs. Herbert Dyer and sons Royce
He was born in South Thomas- Portland and Miss Ida Graves of Lola Ness, in Belfast.
Mrs. Marion Lester and Mrs. Bra- with his sister. Miss Blanche Ray
and Richard of Palermo were din- ten, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Connecticut.
Capt. and Mrs. A. D. Thomas of
sier.
ner guests Sunday at the home of o.aves and
bwn a resident of
sor.
North
Waldoboro attended the
Mrs. Minnie Wilson was hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes. | tb|s town for tjje
25 years. He
Mrs.
Ada
Mayhew
of
Belfast,
is
Community
MethcdLst Church SunPor
immediate
disposal,
25
Fall
to Baptist Mission Circle Tuesday
Other visiters Sunoay at the , WJS a farmer by occupation Fu- and Winter dresses. Women’s and day and visited Rev. Mary S. Gibvisiting
her
daughter
and
son-inafternoon. White cross work occu
^ere -^r'
MrI ' neral services will be held Friday , Misses sizes. Values to $19.75. Re- son.
pied the time after which refresh law, Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Hubbard.
C W. Wh;te of Morrill and Mr and ' at 2 o’clock frem the residence, I duced to $3.95 and $5 95 at BurM
ss
Hope
Farrington,
Leslie
E. Richards, who is employed
ments were served, Mrs. Lucy SilMrs. James Harding of Portland.
Rev p E SnUth officiating In- dell's Die s Shop, School Street.— in C.Bath,
was a recent visitor here.
lery assisting Mrs. WiLson. Others Claik, and Mr and Mrs. Harold
Prin. George S. Cunningham has .
Bosner
cf
Portland
were
guests
present were Mrs. Letitia Starrett,
Tim Holt finds things plenty dangerou«And exciting when he rides announced this honor roll for the
Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs. Dora Kal- Sunday of Mrs. Clifford Clark.
into
Micaville and is mistaken for a killer by the sheriff, who seeks to Senior Class: Carolyn Andrews,
Miss Betty King has returned to
loch, Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Mrs
arrest
him, and two scoundrels who are willing to pay a fancy price for a highest;
Carroll Richards and
Elizabeth Walsh, Mrs. Grace, An Camden after a visit with Mr.-and murder. Lovers of the outdoor action pictures will find just what they are Dorothy Keller, high; Helen O’Jala
Mrs.
Linwood
Cunningham.
drews, Mrs. Gertrude Lineken, and
looking for in Tim Holt’s latest picture “Fargo Kid” with Ray Whitley, honors; Miss O'Jala taking the
Mrs. H. S Kilborn. The next meet
Emmett Lyn and Jane Drummond Also an added attractions “Smiley” C£»neral course and the others thp
Burnette in “Picture People,” a “Mouse Trapper's Cartoon,” “King of the coiiege course
ing will be in two weeks at the
home of Mrs. J. B. Paulsen. This
Royal Mounted” Serial Chapter 10, and the world’s latest headlines in the
Dottie Richards, younger
CAMDEN
is to be a program meeting and
news of the day.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roland
ftftftft
Mrs. Kilborn will be the leader.
•Richards, entertained a group of
Mrs. Richard Feyler gave a party
: difference between the funda- |
NAOMA MAYHEW
I
her friends Saturday afternoon in
Tuesday afternoon for her sen,
j mental philosophy of the Anglo- Our Grange Corner
I observance of her sixth anniversCorrespondent
Richard, on the occasion of his
A A A A
Saxon and the German trade. His > Penobscot View Grange of Glen “ry"
Z\ A A A
the «rouP /ere. *ancy
third birthday. The young guests,
first-hand knowledge of European
Cunningham, Hope Cunningham,
Tel.
713
Kathleen Libby, Arthur Strout. Da
conditions allowed him to illustrate Ccve conferred the third and Dottie Staples, Virginia Nash, Bar
TENDER, MEATY
vid Lee Stone, John Sprowl, Ran
this difference with real life ex- fourth degrees last Thursday on ___
_____ u Phyllis Simonton,
bara Morong,
LB.
dall Greenleaf and John Elliot, had
Mrs. Weston P. Holman was ample. Visiting Rotarians were c. | Eariene Davis, Betty Cavanaugh Margare‘t Garland.*El*izlbeTh*Moore’
a merry afternoon and “Ricky’’ re called to Leeds Saturday by the H. Duff, Russell Davis and Louis and Edlth Cavanaugh; and Vir- Elinor Auspland, Arlene Daucett,
ceived a variety of pleasing gifts. death of her aunt, Miss Albina L. Walker all of Rockland.
gtoia Deane of Mt. Pleasant. Eleven
Rivard of Camden Sandy
LEAN, BONELESS
Refreshments, including a gaily Curtis. She returned Tuesday.
At Community Hospital: Mrs. Ba- Gran°es represented at. the meet- Graffam, Carolyn Richards and the
decorated birthday cake, were
The Methodist choir will meet sil Bowen returned home Wednes- iin”’ including one member from hostess. Games were played and
LB.
served, a color scheme of white and Fiiday night at 7.30 o'clock at the day and Mrs. Cora Nason of Lin- j Weymouth. Mass. Amcng those refreshments, which included two
pink being used with a pink doggie home ol Mrs. Flora B Harris.
colnville returns home today.
attending the supper were 80 pa- large birthday cakes, were served.
centerpiece.
Otlier guests were
“The Rock,” cottage owned by
LITTLE PIG
Joseph T. Sylvester spent the t.roI?S The new lecturer, Bernard Dottie received many nice gifts
“Ricky's” grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bok has been rented
Andrews furnished a program
Twenty members of the Tryto
past
two
days
in
town.
LB.
Mrs. Rodney E. Feyler, Mr. and through
the
Allen
Insurance
which
lasted until midnight. help Club and two guests were enA district meeting sponsored
Mrs. Donul Thompson, Mrs. Sher- Agency, to George Gould of New
Mt. Pleasant Grange won tlie tertained Monday night at the
wood Sprowl and Mrs B Richard Yoik. Also through this office, by the Waterville Branch. 761 has ! loving cup from Per.ooseot View home of Mrs. Margaret Gregory,
Tiffany of Portland.
property owned by Oscar Joy, Bay extended an invitation to all the j in a musical battle but Wessawes- Glencove, with Mrs. Gregory and
FRESH GROUND, LEAN
NATIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights View street, has been sold to Mr. United National Association Post keag Grange of South Thcmaston Miss Mildred Graffam as co-hosHAMBURG................ lb 17c
VEAL CHOPS...........lb 31c
and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carroll and Mrs Allison Curry of this Office clerks and their families to feels confident of claiming it next, tesses. At the business session
meet
March
8
in
Waterville.
There
comprised the committee making town
Tlie cup was presented by Jethro plans were made for the dinner to
arrangements for tlie meeting ol
Zlatko Balokovic was the guest will be bowling in the afternoon, Goule.
be served March 31 on the occaSLICED, TENDER
SLICED
the We-Two Club Monday niglit at speaker at the Rotary Club Tues- followed by a chicken supper and
Past
Master
Norman
Crockett
sion
of
the
Kncx
County
Christian
an
evening
of
movies
and
dancing.
the Federated vestry. After a cov- day. Mr. Balokovic always an inPIG’S LIVER .;.... Ib 25c BACON....................... lb 17c
conferred tlie third degree, and Endeavor Rally, and Mrs. Alice
ered-dlsh supper, various games triguing speaker on world affairs, Twenty-one from here attended several names were received. This Marston, Mrs. Edith Overlock, Mrs.
were enjoyed. Beside.-, the com- j gave an interesting talk on the this postal get-Together.
Grange expects to furnish a large Hazel Cain and Mrs. Lina Joyce
STRICTLY FRESH, LARGE
LEAN, TENDER
Private J. Lawrence Trask of number of candidates for the de- were appointed as dinner commitBattery C, 33rd F. A. Bn, Fort Dev gree at the Pomona Grange held
EGGS..................... dozen 29c
STEWING BEEF .... lb 23c
week the Club will meet
STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY ens, Ayer, Mass., spent the week Saturday in South Thomaston. meet Next
at the home of Mrs. Doris
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
....
Graffam with Mrs. Clara Lane as
Urban Trask.
POCKET HONEYCOMB
CUBE
co-hostess.
The Townsend Club will hold a
Limercck Valley Pomona Grange I Miss Susie Lowell is confined to
TRIPE............................ lb 17c STEAK....................... lb 25c
rummage sale today at 2 o'clock. will meet with Wessawesskeag her heme by illness. She is beA meeting will follow the sale.
Grar.ge at South Thomaston, Sat- ing cared for by Mrs. Louise HarkGladys Coose, is confined to her urday, at 2 o’clock sharp. The ness of Hudson, Mass.
home with bronchitis.
program: Greeting. Worthy Mas- t The prayer service at the Baptist
Peter McGrath and Frank Milli ter, Earl Radcliffe; response, Fred Church tonight will begin at 7.30
ken. members of tlie Megunticook Rice; resolved, “The Pen Is Might- instead of tlie usual hour of 7, and
HI-Y Club will attend the State ier Than the Sword.” Lee Moore; will be preceded by a Bible study
Hi-Y Convention In Winthrop Sat song “America the Beautiful'' led period at 6.30. Mrs. C. V. Over
V
urday.
by
Charles Lord; speaker, profes man will be the speaker in the abBeginnihg Saturday, the week
ly movies at the Y M C A, will be sor of Government, Edward F.
shown in the afternoon at 2.15 and Dew, of U. of M. cn "Democracy
9c_
NINE CENT SALE
9c
9c
NINE CENT SALE
9c
9c
NINE CENT SALE
9c
M *
evening at 6 45. This week's fea or World Dictatorship;" roll call;
w.*
ture will be a mystery show with Irish stories; solo, “I'll take You
Home Again Kathleen,” Myron
comedy.
Tlie meeting cf the Tigers at the ! Yeung, Pleasant Valley Grarge;
Y” this week will be particularly reading May Ycurg, of Meinteresting and it is hoped that it 6unt!c°ok Grange; solo. Elsie UJ
Norton, Wessawesskeag Grarge;
CAMDEN, MAINE
will be well attended.
Men’s 20c Hose, plain and
WOMAN’S SHOP
________ ___
i reading. Elizabeth Babb of Wessafancy colors, pair ................ 9c
m
For immediate disposal, 25 Fall wesskeag Grange; and discussion
OUR
ANNUAL
NINE
CENT
SALE
Ladies' 1.00 Rayon Slips, sizes
Men
’
s
Topcoats,
values
to
25.00
and Winter dresses. Women's and Period.
All Past Masters are
32 to 44; 4 day price...........C9e
4 day price .......................... 9.99
MARCH 6,7,8,10
Misses sizes. Values to $19.75. Re- urged to be present, to discuss orLadies'
Fancy 2.00 Slips; sizes
duced to $3.95 and $595 at Bur- ganizaticn of a Past Masters AsThursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday; 4 Big Days
32 to 50 .................................. I.C9
210
Fairs
Women
’
s
2.95
Shoes
dell’s Dress Shop, School Street.— ' sociation.
black, brown, wine; low and
Special Values In All Departments
Ladies’ Vanity Fair Silk

I

Every-Oth

(
J

I
I

t
(
I

I
I

E

I
I

Mrs. A. J
Cardinal Club
for cards and
Delia Sullivan
the guest of in

A card receivi
A. W. Foss, sei
Fla. says that
crowd has bee
day. picking u
very warm dc
“Tlie Passes.”

I

|

GLENDENNING’S MKT.

Delivery Service

Tel. 993

■iH

17c
27c
19c

CHUCK ROAST
POT ROAST

ROASTING PORK

UIS folks s
** D. Thw
it it to his
making of
bones. That»
him a Gem,
lamp — an < I
him to get[
abundance. 1|
is the larges
its kind in
recommend ij
Get the who
— and a Gyour baby.
Priced frof

GENERALI

We Redeem Orange and Blue Food stamps

HASKELL & CORTHELL and THE WOMAN’S SHOP

high heels; all at one
price ................. ...................... 99c

9$
She hears tlie voice of the man she loves’ Carole Lombard, as Mrs.
Smith, has a moment of rapture as she hears the voice of her beloved
spouse (Robert Montgomery), with whom she has been reconciled after
a quarrel. It’s a moment from the picture, “Mr. and Mrs. Smith,” directed
by Alfred Hitchcock for R.K.O. Radio, in which Lombard and Montgom
ery are starred, and Gene Raymond is top-featured.

If, after three years of married non-valid marriage license makes
life, you discover you aren't legally their marriage quite illegal, things
married, should you tell your wile begin to happen. His sense of huabcut it?
jinor leads him to conceal the news
Around this entertaining theme, from Mrs. Smith, awaiting a propiRKO Radio has woven the uproar-, tious occasion to surprise her with
ious plot of its new Carole Lorn- it. Unfortunately, the lady in the
bard-Robert Montgomery comedy case has already learned about it,
offering “Mr. and Mrs. Smith.”
■ and she is furious at his delay. As
The two favorites are seen in the a result, the twosome swiftly turns
roles of a prosperous young New > into a triangle when Mr. Smith's
York lawyer, and his accepted wife business partner enters the contest,
—a normal, fun-loving arguing and wants to marry Mrs. Smith
couple, typical of the Park Avenue himself. How it all works out
circles, in which they move. But makes the film one of the season's
when Mr. Smith discovers that a funniest vehicles.—adv.

GET THIS REGULRR

Children's and Misses* Elk
Snow Boots. 4 day price, pr. 99c

WEEKEND SPECIALS

pairs Women’s Queen
Quality Shoes, black or
brown, reg. price 6.75. Nine
cent sale price .................. 3.99

99

New England Dressed Pork Roasts—
Either End of Rib.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .22
Small End Pieces.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .16
Fancy Young Pullets,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .26

Women’s Shoe Trees..........«...
Cannon Towels, 17x39 ...........
Girls’ and Boys’ Ski Caps....
Men’s Garters ..........................
Men’s Cotton Hose ...............
20c Yarn ....................................
Cotton Gloves ..........................
Men’s 335 All Rubber Packs
Women's Shoes, pair .............
16 inch. Nine cent sale
price ...................................... 2.99 Misses’ Ankle Socks, pair.......
Women’s Knit Ski Caps, each
Men’s and Boys’ 14 inch All
Rubber Lace Packs. 4 day
39c Silk Scarfs ........................
price ........................................ 1.99 Women’s 1.00 Gloves .............
Men’s Heavy 1.50 Work Rub
One Lot Women’s Hats.........
bers ............................................ 99c

Leadership Smoked Shoulders.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib .24
Boneless and Skinless Ham.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .33
Half w whole, to boil or bake.

Swift’s Somerset Frankforts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .20
Chuck Roast Beef.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .22
Wotton’s Home Made Doughnuts.. .. .. .. .. doz
.30
Johnson’s Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . qt. .11; peck .80
Taylor’s Canned Sweet Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. can
.15
New Pitted Dates.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .18
Superba 20 oz. cans Tomato Juice.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10
Alice thinks this is the best one we have.

Canned Grapefruit Juice.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 cans .25
Canned Whole Sections Grapefruit .. 2 cans .25
Six Cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 65
Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans 2 cans .25; 6 cans .70
Baxter’s Pod Run Peas.. .. .. .. . can .15; 3 cans .40
Baxter’s Shelled Horticultural Beans—
can .15; 3 cans .40
Superba Small Strawberry Beets .... 2 cans .25
California Sardines.. No. 2 can .10; 3 cans .25

12oz. [RR OF FULLER

FURMTURE POLISH
with your purchase of a

FULLER DRY MOP

UJ

Nice for the family, and cats sing before, eating it.

Perfection Flour.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . bag .69
Peerless and Diamond W. Flour.. .. .. .. .. .. bag .95
Salada Tea.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 100 bag pkg .79
Red Label Salada.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . V2 Ib pkg .38
Pineapple Juice—
Large No. 5 Cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 29
Medium No. 2 Cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 14
8 Ounce Cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10

UI

Ask .Alive about making sherbet—using pineapple juice.

32 Oz. Jars Superba Prune Juice.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25
Collins’ Hulled Corn.. .. .. .. .. can .18; 3 cans .50
^BUY now and save money

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
25-Th-3l

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

9c TABLE 9c

TELEPHONE 17

9c

19c TABLE 19c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c

Boys’ 50c Leather Helmets,
with goggles .......................... 19c
Boys’ 25c Silk Ties ................. 19c
Boys’ 29c Stockings ............... 19c
Men’s 25c Silk or Silk and
Wool Hose ............................ 19c
Large Size Turkish Towels .... 19c
Harmony Yarn ........................ 19c
Ear Muffs .......
19c
Leather Palm Gloves............. 19c
Powder and Perfume Gift
Sets......... ............................
l«c
Women’s Silk Panties ............ 19c
Girls’ 39c Knee Length Socks
pair .......................................... 19c
Fancy SportBandanas .......... 19c
Women's Fancy 25c Linen
Handkerchiefs ......... ..... ... 19c
Wrap-around Turbans........... 19c
Women’s Slippers ...».............. 19c

Men’s 2.95 Dress Shoes, rub
'99c TABLE 99c
ber or leather soles. Nine
Men
’
s
230 Blue Suede Jack
cent sale price...................... 1.99
ets ........................................... 99c
Men’s 50c Self Tying Ties ..... 29c 50c Silk and Wool Hose, 3 pr. 99c
Men’s 35c Silk and Wool
Women’s Umbrellas, values to
Hose ................ 29c; 4 pairs 99c
230; now ........................
99c
1.00 Cheney and Arrow Ties .. 79c Men’s 1.95 Sport Sweaters, all
39c TABLE 39c
Wool ........................................ 99c
Boys* Shirts and Matching
Boys
’
Blue Knickers ............. 39c
(coat or pull-over styles)
Ties, reg. 1.00 value; now .... 79c
Men’s 130 Shirts,now ........ 99c
50c Interwoven Hose ........ «... 39c
Men’s 330 Pants; now........... 1.99
Men’s 130 Caps ................... 99c
65c Heavy Wool Hose............. 39c
5 Dozen Men’s Caps, your pick 29c Men’s 1.50 and 2.00Gloves .... 99c
Women’s Slippers ................... 39c
One Lot Last Fall's 130 Ties 29c
Watch For Our Daily Specials
Women’s Large Size Panties.
One Dozen Men’s 20c Hose 99c
pair ..........................
39c
Men’s 6.50 Wind and Rain
Men’s Felt Hats ............. .... 99c
All S9c Jewelry and Novel
proof Ski Jackets.................4.99 81x99 Sheets and Pillow Case
ties . . ........................
39c
both
for
......................
...........
99c
Ladies
’
130
Silk
Scarfs
..........
39c
5.00 SU Jackets ...................... 339
Men
’
s
and
Women
’
s
Slippers
Vanity FairSnuggiePanties 39c
1.00 SU Caps.......... -.................. 79c
and Moccasins; 2.50 values;
Children’s Outing Flannel
now ... ............ -........................ 99c
Gowns and Pajamas .......
Ladies* 1.95 Kid Gloves, pair 99c
89c TABLE 89c
Girls*
Rayon Slips ................. 39c
Ladies’ House Coats, reg. price
Boys’ 130 Sweaters................. 89c
Ladles’ 70c Silk Hose, pair .... 39c
1.95; now .............................. 99c
Boys’ Dungarees .................... 89c Women's Felt Hats ................ 99c
Ladies’ 130 Fabric Gloves, pr. 39c
One Rack of Ladies* Silk
Ladies’ and Misses* Hats ....... 39c
Women's Silk or Cotton
Dresses .................................... 99c
Gowns and Pajamas........... 89c
3 Pain Fancy Cotton Ankle
Ladies’ and Misses’ Cotton
Socks ...................................... 39c
Misses’ Red Sports Under
Pajamas................................. 99c
wear, reg. price 1.25; now .. 89c Ladies’ 1.15 Vanity Fair Hose 99c
Ladies' SU Suits of all wool
Babies’ Fancy Carriage
Misses' Corduroy Blouses .... 99c
gabardine, reg. price 1235;
Blankets ................................ 89c
now ........................................ 7.99
One Lot of Ladies' Cardigans 89c Women’s Silk Dresses, reg.
Children
’s Wool Skirts, size
price 7.95; now .................. 4.99
Misses’ 1.95 Wool Mittens and
4-16,
reg.
price 135. Sale
Gloves...................................... 89c One Lot of Children’s Coats,
price ............... ..................... 1.39
values
to
8
95;
now
...........
3.99
1.19 White Angel Uniforms . .. 89c
Children's 1.00 Blouses........... 79c
Children's 1.95 Dresses; now 139
Ladies' 1.00 Gabardine SU
Caps ...................... -............... 89c
Hundreds of Items Not Listed Are Also Greatly Re
Ladies’ 135 Silk Slips
........ 89c
duced In This Great Ahnual Nine Gent Sale
1.00 Fancy Cannon Towel Sets 89c

NINE CENT SALE

9c

9c

NINE CENT SALE

9c

m

Misses’ and Children's Sweat
ers, reg. price 1.95 and 2.95.
Sale price .................... 1.49, 1.99
Children’s 1.00 Cotton
Dresses. 4 day price ............. 79c

Don’t Miss Our 9c, 19c, 29c, 39c, 79c, 89c, 99c
Tables

Children’s Black and Brown
School Shoes, pair ............... 99c
Women’s 3.95 Dress and Sport
Shoes. Nine cent sale price 1.99
Men’s 2.00 Pull-on Rubber
Overshoes, pair.................... 99c

To roast or fricassee.

Panties, 79c to 1.00 values 59c

OPEN EVENINGS DURING THE SALE

I

In a I
annourJ
Sale of
fine pit
ish and
are no j

We
prices s I
We i|

around.

One Rack Ladies' 4.95 Dresses
all sizes 9c days' price....... 2.99
New Silk Print and Pastel
4.95 Dresses. Weekend only 4.39
Ladies' 1830 Winter Coats,
sizes 12 to 46. 4 day price 1139
One Lot of Ladies’ Winter
Coats, values to 1235; now 7.79

Ladles’ Fur Chubbie Jackets
reg. price 19.75; now ___ 14.69
One Lot of Ladies’ Hand Bags
values to 1.95 ...a................... 79c
Misses’ and Children's Wool
SU Pants ...... ..................... 1.99
Ladies' and Misses’ Water
proof and Windproof Ski
Jackets; all stylos; now 3.99
Ladies’ Gabardine Ski Suits,
reg. price 1435. 4 day price 10.99
Children's Heavy All Wool
Ski Suits, reg. prices 6.95
to 1235; now....... 3.99 and 6.99
Misses* 1235 Reversible
Coats 4 day sale price ....... 8.79
Women’s Cotton Dresses, guar
anteed fast color; reg. price
1.95. Sale price .................. 1.29

m

m

SPRING
lection of ci
I ter> tiling yd
■■d your gar|

before prices
you hurry to <|

Outdoor
DRYER
$3.98 ’

o

Ladies’ Flannel Gown and
Pajama, values to 135 ....... ?9c

49c TABLE 49c

Strong con
struction.
Permanent
ground
,
socket

LONG
m

4-HOURI

Men’s Winter Union Suits .... 49c
Boys’ Flannel Shirts .............. 49c
Boys’ Overalls ........................ 49c
Boys’ Scout Breeches............. 49c
Men’s 65c Silk Ties ................ 49c
Boys’ 69c Shirts, new pat
terns ....................................... 49c

Watch These Tables Daily
For New Specials

Beautiful l<»n i
able

rn

VISIT OUR
OUTSTAND1’
FOR TIIE MO

Women’s All Rubber Over
shoes ........... uZ«....f................ 49c
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Hose .. 49c
One Lot Ladies* Blouses
49c
One Lot of Ladies* Cotton
Dresses
........................... . 49c

m

Knit or Crocheted Bed Socks 49c
Women’s 85c and 1.00 Silk
Hose ........................................ 49c

9c

UIINE CENT SALE

98|

Q

MRIh

Every-Other-Day *!
days of Washington and Lincoln
with an appropriate program of
reading and singing.
* r
MTs. Cora Stickney <f Washing
ton has bcm visiting at the home
of her daughter. Mrs. Willis Banks.
Mrs. Henry McCorrison, Miss
Georgia Frye, and Mr. and Mrs. t
Stanley McCorrison, ail of Mont-1
vilie, were recent callers on Miss,
iBelle Lowell and W. C. Creamer.
Mrs. Olin Eonnin of Skowhegan I
was recent guest at the home of I
jher sister. Mrs. Colby Howard.
F A Dunton is a surgical pa- I
tient at the Bradbury Memorial I
lospital in Belfast. Mrs. Dunton I
is staying with their daughter, Mrs. I
Lioia Ness, in Belfast.
Capt. and Mrs. A. D. Thomas off
forth Waldoboro attended the I
Community Methodist Church Sun- I
.lay and visited Rev. Mary s. Gib- I
>on.
I
C. E. Richards, who is employed I
in Bath, was a recent visitor here. I

Every-Other-Day

Thomaston D. A. R.

OCi ETY.

Mrs. A. J. Bird entertained
Cardinal Club Saturday afternoon
for cards and social time. Mrs.
Delia Sullivan cf Portland was
the guest of honor.
A card received from Dr. and Mrs.
A W. Foss, sent from Fort Myers,
Fla says that all the Rockland
crowd has been c’tl Sanibel Isle to
day, picking up shells. “Still not
very warm dcwn here.” Signed,
•The Fosses.”

MKT.

ry Service

17c
LB.
27c
-:
19c
PS ....

TLI IS folks are up on Vitamin
•* A D. They know how vital
it is to his health and the
making of strong, straight
bones. That's why they bought
him a General Electric Sun*
lamp — an excellent way for
him to get Vitamin D in,
abundance. The G-c Sunlamp
it the largest-selling lamp of
its kind in America. Doctors
recommend it. Come in today.
Get the whole amazing story
— and a G-E Sunlamp for
your baby.

lb 31c

lb 17c

Priced from

$29*5 up

GENERAL $ E1BCTUC

IEEF... . lb 23c

lb 25c
CENTRAUftMAIWE
POWERXDMPAHY

iod Stamps

9c
<0

[’S SHOP

In addition to our Wrought Iron Sale we
announced last week we are also having a
Sale of Pottery. Our collection contains many
fine pieces of Imported Czech, English, Swed
ish and Italian Ware. Many of these pieces
are now irreplaceable.

WOMAN’S SHOP
|ies' 1.00 Rayon Slips, sizes
to 44; 4 day price ........... C9c
|ie»' Fancy 2 00 Slips; sizes
to 50 ................................. 1.C9
lies’ Vanity Fair Silk
[unties, 79c to 1.00 values 59c

We are also offering at greatly reduced
prices some fine Crystal and Glassware.

and Children's Sweat
's reg. price 1.95 and S.95.
ale price .................... 1.49, 1.99

We invite you again to come in and look
around.

ldren's 1.00 Cotton
presses. 4 day price ............. 79c

28-29

Hack Ladies' 4.95 Dresses
|ll sizes 9c days' price ....... 2.99
Silk Print and Pastel
95 Dresses. Weekend only 4.39
lies’ 18.50 Winter Coats,
|zes 12 to 46. 4 day price 11.99

.7

'

Ixit of Ladies' Winter
pats, values to 12.95; now 7.79

({)e£cc/nea NElBYAz/m
OF SAVING5

pies' Fur Chubbie Jackets
price 19.75; now ........ 14.69
' Lot of Ladies’ Hand Bags
lues to 1.95 ...a................... 79c
s’ and Children's Wool
ki Pants ........„.................. 1.99
|les’ and Misses' Waterroof and Windproof Ski
rkets; all styles; now 3.99

SPRING HAS ARRIVED, bringing with it the grandest se
lection of colorful home needs, comforts and conveniences.
Everything you want for a pre-Easter brightening of your house
and your garden, and remember, all these were bought by us
before prices went up so you get the benefit of extra savings if
you hurry to our SPRING SALE TODAY!

lies' Gabardine Ski Suits.
f'K. price 14.95. 4 day price 10.99
ldren's Heavy All Wool
ki Suits, reg. prices 6.95
12.95; now
3.99 and 6.99

Outdoor -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- DRYER
$3.98 x

i*s' 12.95 Reversible
oats 4 day sale price ....... 8.79

Strong con
struction. ( nt
Permanent
ground
socket

nen's Cotton Dresses, guarhteed fast color; reg. price
95. Kale price .................. 1.29
|ies' flannel Gow n and
Jama, values to 1.95......... 99c

LONG SERVICE

4-HOUR ENAMEL

49c TABLE 49c
Winter Union Suits ....
s' Flannel Shirts . .............
s' Overalls' ........................
Is' Scout Breeches .............

49c
49c
49c
49c

$1.00
Use it as a casserole, as a pud
ding pan, double boiler, sauce
pan and covered pan.

SCREW DRIVER
$1.00
$

m

lies' Silk and Wool Hose .. 49c
Lot Ladies’ Blouses ....... 49c

Here’s the screw driver
everyone can use. In
anyone's hand — man.
woman or boy-—it makes
Beautiful long wearing, wash the jeb easier, does it
able. sunfast
faster. Simply push on
the handle to drive
98c Qt.
screws in or take lliem
Get
VISIT OliM'J STORE FOR •’»'* out—whichever you wish, there
OUTSTANDING $1 SPECIALS one for your home today—
tool.
FOR THE MQNTH OF MARCH is no handier household

Mrs. Alice Knight entertained
Monday night at her heme on Mav
erick street, at a miscellaneous
shower, in honor of her daughter,
Mrs. Una Korpinen. Guests were
Mrs. Clifton Cress. Mrs. Wesley
Knight, Mrs. Charles Hottenstein,
Mrs. Howard Grover, Mrs. Horace
Grover, Miss Dorothy Gordon, Mrs.
Fred Knght, Mrs. Arthur Grover.
Mrs Erne:t Achorn, Mrs. Herbert
Baum, Mrs. Charles McMahon and
Mrs. George Grover. Luncheon
was served, and many gifts were re
ceived by by the honor guest.
The W.C.TU. will meet Friday
afternoon, at the home of Mrs.
Lena Stevens. The progiam will
be given under the department of
Missions and Temperance, and Mrs.
Kate Brawn will be leader: Devo
tions. conducted by Mrs. Ida Sim
mons; solo, 'Mrs. Thelma Stanley;
illustrated talk, “China" Miss Ma
bel Spring; Christian Center work,
Mrs. C. A. Marstaller; Mountain
white work in Tennessee, Miss
Alena Yeung. Members of the Mis
sion Circles are invited.
The newly formed Young Peo
ples Class cf the Methodise Church
met at the home of thejr teacher,
Mrs. Ruth Ellir.gwood, Monday
night for supper and a social eve
ning. This class was organized
to meet the reeds of the young
people of the Sunday Schcol after
graduation from H gh School. Mrs.
EUingwood who has been teacher
of the Baraca class for ten years
was released frem her duties in
that class to take over the new
class. For two months this class
has been taking a special course,
“Hew Religion Helps.” At the
meeting they voted to continue
this course. Th s class is open to
all young people who have no
church affiliations. They will find
a welcome at 9.33 each Sunday
morning.

For immediate disposal, 25 Fall
and Winter dresses. Women's and
Misses sizes. Values to $19.75. Re
duced to $3.95 and $5 95 at Burdell's Dress Shop. School Street.—

MAIN
ST.
HARDWARES
.
X PAINTS-STOVES - KITCHENWARE
f

nen's 85c and 1.00 Silk
ose ..................................... 49c

FOfiMeHlY VlAZ/ri"

44I MAIN ST.
9q

ROCKLAND

;/A£Q

Spring Flower Show

This And That
Chairman Rice Tells
Red Cross Workers
What Knox County Did

Garners ar.d flowers for every

one—that is the central theme of
the 70th annual New England
Flcwer Shew which opens in Mech
anics Building. Boston, March 17.
For the amateur, the display of
the Jamaica Plain High School is
typical. Called a budget garden,
th s feature will demonstrate hew
an expenditure of a few cents can
provide rows of vegetables as well
as a bed or two of flowers for cut
ting afid dressrg up the yard.
For the housewife masses of
houseplants have been gathered
together. All the cld favorites will
be on parade in their glory. Then
too, there will be seme of the new
er plants—like little Tolmeia. the
pick-a-back plant that carries
baby plants right on its old leaves.
Specialists in rcses, carnations,
lilies and all other standard flow
ers will have their displays.
As always, there will be beauty
In abundance. A vast number of
people who do not know one flow
er from another always visit the
Spring Shew to feast their eyes on
the thousands cf dollars worth of
choice
blooms arranged in 173
Rockland High School has an aunt and her nephew graduating in the
class of 1941. The two are Ebba Kalloch and Carl Kalloch, there being lovely gardens.
but four months’ difference in their ages, both being 17. Ebba is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch of Amesbury street, while Carl
is the son of Ebba's sister, Mrs. Raymond Cross cf Broadway. So far,
efforts to have Carl call Ebba aunt have been unsuccessful.

SOPHRONIA BEGGS
Scphronia Beggs, widow of Ed
ward Beggs died Fob. 19 at the
home cf her son, Merton Beggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin The
deceased was born in this city
Knowlton Honored In a
in 1860, daughter of Ellen and
Thomaston Home
William Conic. After her mar
riage to Mr. Beggs she lived for
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Knowl many years in Vinalhaven and
ton, were honored Sunday night Bangor.
at a party celebrating their 50th
Mrs. Beggs was a member of
wedding anniversary, at the home the W.C.TU. and Ocean Bound
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Starr in Rebekah Lodge of Vinalhaven, be
Thomaston. They received many ing a past Noble Grand.
cards and gifts, including a purse
For three years siie was matron
of money and1 flowers, and a tele of the Home of Aged Wcmen in
gram of congratulations and money this city.
from two granddaughters. Miss
Funeral services were held Sat
Arlene Knowlton and Miss Althea urday at the Russell funeral home
Rckes, who are spending the Win with Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
ter in Palm Beach, Fla.
officiating.
The floral tributes
Refreshments included a wed- were many and beautiful, a testi
d ng cake, a present from Mrs. monial to the high esteem in which
Francis Nash, Miss Isabelle Rokes, she was held. The bearers were
Horace Rokes and Hugh and Richr William Seavey, Sidney Oxton
ard Knowlton, grandchildren of Jesse Carroll and Alton Sawyer.
the honored couple. Guests pres Interment w 11 be in the family
ent were Mr. ar.d Mrs. Albert let in the Spring.
Knowlton and daughter Priscilla,
Mrs. Beggs is survived by one
Mr. and Mrs. John Colburn. Mr. son, Merton, with whom she has
ar.d' Mrs. Maurice Nash and son made her heme for 14 years; ar.d
R’chard. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence several nieces and1 nephews. Al
Rckes, Miss Isabelle Rckes, Mar though lever a grandmother she
tin Knowltcn ar.d Horace 'Rokes. was called’ “Oram’’ by all who
all cf Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh knew her well. Death has claimed
Knowlton and) sen Milton of South one cf the community’s best citi
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Frank zens.
Knowlton of this city. M;s. Nina
Thompson,
Jr.,
and Richard
Col. and Mrs. Harry Ross and
Pat.erson of Dark Harbor, Rich family, whe have been staying at
ard, '3er.ner and Edward Mank cf Ingraham Hill for seme time, have
Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred gone to Bangor to make their home.
Starr and: children, Priscilla and
Alfred, and Mrs. Annie Rokes of
Memory lesson for March 21, at
Thomaston.
Grand Army hall, Woman's Educa
Mr. and Mr3. Knowlton were tional Club, includes poems '"Pass
married March 2, 1881 in this city It On," “In Flanders’ Fields,” “Life's
by Rev. C. S. Cummings, and to Mirror," and hymn “Be Strong.”
this happy union were born five The Lease-Lend bill is up for de
children, four of whom are living, bate. Mrs. Caro Jones is coffee
Mrs. Eva B. Rckes, Albert and chairman.
Martin Knowltcn of Camden and
Mrs. Aretta Star of Thomaston,
Miss Velma F. Byrnes entertained
with whom they have made their Wednesday at dinner in observance
heme the past two years. Mr. cf the birthdays of Miss Dorothy
Knowltcn was born in this city, Sherman and Miss Norma Havener.
the son of Benjamin and Caroline Following dinner, the group at
Knowlton, and was a rock mason tended the pictures at Strand The
previous to his retirement a few atre. Other guests were Mrs. Ruth
years ago. Mrs. Kncwiton was Hoch, and Misses Helen Rogers,
born in Islesboro. the daughter cf Frances Chatto. Patricia Hall and
Capt. and Mrs. Martin Warren.
Virginia Merriam.

A Golden Wedding

Mrs. Harlan O'Donnell was hosI tess last night to Tantramar Culb,
i fcr bridge and luncheon, prize
: awards going to Mrs. Clarence
Storer, Mrs. Paul Plourd and Mrs.
' Clifford Oliver. Mrs. Carl Phil
brock will entertain at next week's
meet ng. at her home on Suffolk
street.

At Castine Normal
<By Grace S. Bowden)
The mid-Win ter alumni reunion
is to be held in Castine Saturday.
A special dinner program has been
arranged for Saturday evening,
after wh'ch the boys' and girls'
basketball games will be played
followed by a dance.
Miss Harriett Mann, of The
Banger Daily News staff, is to hold
a fashion shew in the Normal
Schcol Saturday afternoon.
Principal W. D. Hall, Mrs. Susie
Nason and MLss Madalene Mayo
visited schcol in iRockland Friday.
They were accompanied to Rock
land by Malcolm Blodgett and
Beatrice Turner, who aie to dc
cadet teaching for the next four
weeks in the elementary schools of
Rockland.
A meeting of the Camera Club
was held Saturday morning with
Vice Principal Crouse in charge
Members of the club are construct
ing pin-hole cameras.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson of
Presque Isle were entertained at
a special dinner at Richardscn hall
Manday night. Mr. Robinson was
transferred to the Aroostook StatNormal Schcol this year afrer
being a member of the E3N3 facul
ty for 12 years. Students and
faculty members presented the
Rob i tens with a gift.
Prir.c pal HpII attended' the
.rack meet at Orcno Saturday.
Doris 'Roberts cf Islesboro was a
weekend guest cf Polly Pendle
ton, '43.

Miss Dorethy Anderson is em
ployed at Stonington Furniture
Company.

Methcbesec Club w'll meet Fri
day night at 7.43 in the Universalist vestry with the. Junior Wo
man’s Club a9 guests. Hostesses
will be Mrs. Clara Thurston, Mrs.
Annie Stevers, Mrs. Jan? Beach,
Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs. Etta Stod
dard, Mrs. Elsa Sonntag, Mrs.
Suella Sheldon, Mrs. Sarah Marsh
and Mrs. Florence Snow. There
will be a pantomime illustrating
mus.c and drama under tiie direc
tion of Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw
assisted by Mrs. Dora Bird, Mrs.
Irene Walker, Mrs. Gladys Heistad and Miss Margaret Stahl.
Guest exhibitor will be Mrs. Helen
Hyde Carlson and poetry; will be
given
by Miss Relief Nichols.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Friday and Saturday
fn the aeraan’a
long history of
groat eooMtfioal

LAST TIMES TODAY
GARY
MADELEINE

CCOPER
CARROLL
NO. WEST MOUNTED POLICE
____________________ •________

Fridav and Saturday

'S for Hyperacid
STOMACHS

Hot lead and cool
courage fighting it
out in the Arizona
badlands!

Do you suffer from gas. acid
INDIGESTION. SOUR STOMACH.
ACID PAINS SOd DISCOMFORT?

Does a hyperacid stomach
kcep you from
«•*ful sleep and eating good, nu
tritious food?
Thao try Plunder's Tablets, used and
praised by thousands of men and women
everywhere. Plunder’s are made to the
formula and original process of Frederick
H. Pfunder. Ph. C.

f ni

15 DAY
TRIAL
OFFER

10 DAY
ECONOMY SIZC........................

O$900

^MONTGOMERY I

L_ —
. TWIAL SIZC

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
Main St.,
Rockland
28-Th-37

•

St”’

a

Z V

RKO RADIO Picture, with

IT HAS COME TO MY ATTENTION
That a number of people are under the impression that owing to

S

Tf?

'

iJ f

«Dk

»<O AAOtO

my Tlower Shop and devote my time entirely to vegetable growing.

I wish to state that this definitely Ls not so.
in the Flower Business for a long time.

I expect to be

6ENE RAYMOND
lACk CARSON * PHILIP
MERIVALE > LUCILE WATSON

Oixeted by

Mr. Dean, an experienced florLsi. has joined our staff. II? is

especially skilled in Corsage and Bridal Work as well as Funeral

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

Coming Sunday-Monday

"HONEYMOON FOR THREE”

LAND Or
LIBERTY

CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP
L. E. CLARK, Prrp.
27-23

itiLKE'S STILL MORE
King cf the Rcval Mounted No. 6
“Picture People”
"Mouse Trappers”
Latest News of the Day

TODAY
ANN SHERIDAN, GEO. BRENT

sure we can please you.

ROCKLAND, ME.

RAY WHITLEY
MMETT LYMM

,

ft ’’f?

the loss of Mrs. Clark from the business I intended to ilose up

338 MAIN ST.,

Rolled Over The Top

Beauty and Novelties
In Abundance At
Mechanics Building
March 17

Designs, and we solicit your business on these items as we feel

Lot of Ladies' Cotton
«ses ................................. 49c
It ar Crocheted Bed Socks 49c

JUNE CENT SALE

COMBINATION PAN

“YANKEE”
HANDYMAN SPIRAL

h's 65c Silk Ties................. 49c
s' 69c Shtrts, new patrno ............ ........ .................. 49c
p atch These Tables Daily
For New Specials
nen’s All Rubber Over>oes .......... .......................... 49c

PLYMOUTH 5 IN 1

AUNT AND NEPHEW IN SAME CLASS

Gen. Knox Chapter Pre
sents Patriotic Program
With the Aid Of
“Junior Citizens”

Miss Norma Philbrick went yes
An interesting meeting cf Gen
terday to Westbrook, to join her
sister Miss Madeline Philbrick, ard eral Knox Chapter, D. A R., was
they go today to spend the weekend held Monday afternoon at the home
in Montreat.
of Mrs. T C. Williams in Thomas
ton. Following the usual opening
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Dunbar are on exercises the business session was
ia motor trlP to Florida visiting held and it was voted to present
a few days ln New York city en- each cf the seven Ocod Citizenship
route.
Pilgrimage candidates, sponsored by
thLs chapter, an appropriately en
Mrs. Norman Kalloch entertained graved Good Citizenship pin. The
Wednesday night, at a shower in annual report of the regent fol
honor of Mrs. Fred Ripley, who re lowed and a note from the National
ceived many lovely gifts. Guests Library was read, thanking Gen
were Mrs. Clark Staples, Mrs eral Knox Chapter for the gift of
Clarence Rackliff, Mrs. Raymond the second volume of “The History
Pendleton, Mrs. Alfred Young, Mrs of Beans (1644) Second Anniver
Lewis Thompson, Mrs. Arnold sary."
Stimpson and Mrs. Ralph Billings.
Mrs. Richard O Elliot, chairman
of the Iccal branch of the American
Miss Lora A. McGaffey, who Red Cress, gave an interesting re
has for ten years been bookkeeper port cf work being done by that or
at V. P. Studley, Inc. store, goes ganization. The highlight of the
Sunday to Portsmouth, N. H„ where afternoon was a special program
she will enter her new duties at the
presented by the officers and sev
Portsmouth Navy Yard. She will be eral members of the Junior Ameri
succeeded at Studley's by Mrs. can Citizenship Club of the fourth
Sadie Stimpson.
grade. This included the opening
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Benson went exercises of the club, club prayer,
Monday on a vacation trip to salute to the flag, singing of The
Florida.
Star Spangled Banner and reciting
of the American Creed; reading of
The Junior Women's Club was minutes of the last meeting; treas
entertained Monday night, at the urer's report; song, “To The Flag"
home of Mrs. Sam Dow. North entire group; poem, “Flag," Jan
Main street. Miss Mildred Sweeney ette Johnson; 10 Good American
and Miss Elsie Burbank were as Citizenship laws, by the group;
sisting hostesses.
Miss Annie song, “Politeness,” poem, “I Love
Rhodes and Mrs. Vivian Black were America,” group; reciting of a
welcomed as new members, and Mrs. peace prayer.
Elzaaa Barstow presided, in the
Much praise and credit are due
absence of President Margaret the pupils and tlieir teacher, Mrs.
Stone. Allston E. Smith was the
Lura Libby, for the excellence with
guest speaker, and his topic “Cur which this program was carried
rent Plays on Broadway" was very
Children taking part were
interesting. He also read the first out.
Kenneth Levan, president; Priscilla
act of “The Man Who Came to
Dinner," Refreshments were served Starr, secretary; James Bell, treas
during a social hour. The next urer; Keith Beattie, flag bearer;
meeting April 7 will be annual and Janette Johnson. Gloria Brooks,
guests night, in the tower room at Jean Spear, Signe Swanholm and
Community Building, and the holi Joanne Vinal.
Mrs Libby read a paper on Junior
day dime plates are due at thus
American
Citizenship Clubs which
time.
are sponsored by the National So
Spencer
Individual Designing ciety of the Daughters of the
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres American Revolution. Each child
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona was presented a miniature silk
M. McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. American flag by the regent, Mrs.
22-M—adv.
25‘28 Hazel Anzalone. At tiie close of
the program, ices were served by
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Miss Harriet R. Williams assisted
second floor, 16 School street, Odd by Mrs. Eliza Walker.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Pur
Mrs. Lester Post will be hostess
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
to a Silver Lir.k Social sponsored by
prices.
9-tf Miriam Rebekah Circle, Friday
night at her home on Old County
read.

Silsby’s-Flower Shop
NINE CENT SALE
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Phone 892
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3.00, 6.30. 8J0

139
Famed
Stars

200
Spectacular
Scenes

1000
Explosive
Thrills

By K. 8. P.

Skip rope and marbles are on at
the school grounds and next will
come mumple-peg.
• • • •
The change has come for men’s
attire, and new the American male
who is not in service can dress
with perfect delight in all the bril
liant shades he likes most down
deep in hLs “heart of heart.” Con
servatism may have pone and there
may now be on the streets more of
the Beau Brummells and Palm
Beach clothing in general use
Good
• ♦ ♦ ♦

Are people enraptured with the
shirt-tail-out fashion? They are
not, and yet men ehould do some
thing to awaken women and girls
to modesty in dress. Men are justi
fied in this rather astonishing
style. As to innate modesty, for
years men have put it all over the
gentler sex in that they kept
themselves covered.
• * • •
The English still have chins up
and it is certain there'll always be
an England to honor. Alas, will
Americans ever forget enough to
honor Germany again? How can
the world forgive tiie ruthless way
they liave destroyed ancient beauty
in architecture alone, not counting
the millions of lives they must
answer for and the broken promises
of a world almost ready for lasting
peace.
w
• • * •
A card comes to me from II. G S.
of Union asking for the old mar
riage rhyme allotlng "what not"
to the days of the week. That
beg r.s thus:
Married on Monday, married for
health.
Married on Tuesday, married for
wealth,
Married on Wednesday, always fair
weather.
Married on Thursday, tied) with
a tether.
Married on Friday, saints bless the
day.
Married on Saturday, sorrow to
pay,
■Married on Sabbath, all cheer and
laughter.
With happiness blessed forever
after.
Should1 anyone reading this have
arother version, <w U she kindly
send it to "This and That” and
greatly oblige Union and Rock
land.
• • • •
Hint—For a bit of dressing up
the ice cream dessert, add a few
-hepped mint flavored gum drops
to the marshmallow sauce used to
top a chocolate of, if it's a green
luncheon, pistachio cream.
It
gives a zesty flavor and leeks so
attractive.

Captain Keryn ap Rice, chairman
of the Knox County Chapter,
American Red Cross, has sent the
following communication to all
Branch chairmen:
Dear Friends and Fellow Work
ers:—I have received official no
tice fror,. the office of the manager,
Eastrn area, America Red Cross,
Washington, D. C., that the Knox
County Chapter has been awarded
an Honor Certificate for distin
guished achievement in the 24th
Roll Cass.
"I am requested to extend the
sincere appreciation of the Red
Cross to all who assisted in making
the Roll Call successful. For my
part, I heartily thank the Branch
chairmen and their helpers for the
devoted attention to duty which
alone made It possible to gain the
award.
"For this 24th Roll Call, which
i began Nov. 11, 1940, the National
Office set us a goal of 1700 members,
but we rolled over the top by en
listing 1827. A year ago, we en
rolled only 1583 As a result of the
24th Roll Call, we recently enriched
the Red Cross Treasury by sending
a total of $917.75 to Washington
from Knox County. Please bring
this good news to the knowledge of
as many people as possible within
your Branch.”
PARKER-DONALDSON

Thomas Earl Parker and Lucille
Rita Donaldson, both of this city,
were married Tuesday afternoon at
the Littlefield Memorial Churcli
parsonage. Rev. C. A. Marstaller
reading the single ring ceremony.
They were attended by Mrs. Mary
E, Clark and. Mrs. Marstaller.
Mr. Paiker is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Parker of Goldsboro,
N. C., and the bride is the daugh
ter of Mr. andJ Mrs. Joseph LeBretcn of Olds Town,
Following tiie ceremony, tiie
ccuple went on a honeymoon trip
to Portland, and will then go to
North Carolina.
Dr. Zerby, professor at Bates Col
lege will give a lecture in the Congregatonal Church April 2. Those
who heard thLs outstanding lec
turer in the Community Building
last Winter are looking forward
with keen interest to hearing him
aga:n. Make plans now and reserve
tills date for an evening worthwhile.

,MIDDLE/M^
WOMEN
HEED THIS ADVICE!!
Thousands of women
are helped to go smil
ing thru distress
caused by tills period
In a woman’s life (38
to 52) with Lydia E.
Plnlchani’s Vegetable

Compound — famous
for overdo yrs.I Try ltl

6 * • •

Teacher; “Children, why should
every one try always to be neat
and clean?”
Bright child: 'Cause we might
get run over.”
» • • ♦

And so the beloved1 Maine au
thor, Mrs. Laura E. Ricltards, has
celebrated her 91st birthday in her
lcvely Gardiner heme. The noted
daughter cf noted parents, con
gratulations to her and the fend
hope that she may live to the
century mark. Maine is proud
of Mrs. Richards.
• e • •

“Bill, can you tell me what
capital punishment is?”
“Sure. It's taxes. ’
• • • •
The Philadelphia Orchestra, the
Curtis Inst.tute of Music, the
Barnes Foundation, the Univer
sity Museum—all these and quite
a few other Philadelphia institu
tions have made that city known
to art and music lovers aid over
the world. Some of fhem, in fact,
are better known in art circles
abroad than they are to the man
in the street outside their very
doors. A new organization which
carries Philadelphia's tame cut In
to the world is the Littlefield Ballet
Company, composed entirely of
American-born artists. 35 girls and
23 beys.
Catherine Littlefield
comes from the Slate cf Maine on
her father's side. Her mother is
a Philadelphian.
• • • •
Heard: "By the gods, I didn't
knew the stores sold pants for
beys until I had cutigrouVn the
ones I wore made over from my
father’s.”
• • • •
Those who are familiar with
Oeorge Mathew Adams “Todays
Talk?” realize what a fine high
hearted thinker and master mind
he has ior helpfbl solutions of
everyday problems. He encourages
all kindnesses, all true friend
ships, all best influences. I wish
I had the right to reprint some
of his "Adams Service Articles.'’ A
very dear friend sends them to
me and they go far to make my
days easier and my way clearer.
• • 9 •
One afternoon in London when
Beatrice Hereford was qieaking. a
cat calmlj’ walked open the stage
ard settled down for a rest near
the footlights. The aud ence was
all of a titter, when Miss Hereford
said to the cat, "You get cut. This
is a monologue, not a catalogue.”

LUX

A OUAKANTEEO SLIP

alluring and andurinq
AMERICAN MADE OE EMIN AND
ACETATE DATON, WITN NTION SEAMS

The biggest value in slip-satisfaction
you've ever seen! Feel the marvelous
"American Fuji" fabric. No wonder
it’s always been seen only in highpriced blouses and shirts! You'll be
thrilled with these features:
* NYtON HAMS
YIAI GIIAKANTIi
* OJL D BY LUX lABOIATORMS
* CMWM nSTIO RAYON FABRIC
* BOUBIE FRONTS
* ADJUSTABLE SHOUIDCR STRAW
* ACCURATE Sins
* FABRIC AFFROVID BY BETTER
FABRICS TESTING BUREAU

*1

WHITE, TE AROSE,
EGGSHELL
SIZES 32 TO

44

$1.00
VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
368 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
»«C U 1 Mt. OW

E very-Other-Day
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

WASHINCTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

WORLD HOLDS NO CARES

“Land Of Liberty”
Everybody Will Want
To See Patriotic Pic
ture At Park Theatre

preserve democratic institutions.
The rededication of the Govern
ment to the spirit of the Constitu
tion by President Roosevelt. Cr.icf
Justice Hughes and Congress comes
as a fitting climax to a picture
that Frank Nugent of the New
York Times calls “a fascinating
record and a tribute to Hollywood
as well as to cur democracy."
----- —r-----Longer-lasting -j-ellef with less
frequent doses ls promised ; •
asthma and hay fever victims in
new derivative of ephedrineephedrine iodide,

Washington, March 5—Washing- defense measures are out of the
“Land of Liberty,” which comes
ton does not give all of its atten- way. O'Connor of Montana, who
tion to foreign affairs—I have re- , introduced the Bill this session, is
to
Park Theatre for Sunday and
a.
cently attended a large meeting oi chairman of the group. At our
Monday, epitomizes more than a
attended' the meat specialty train House Members on old age pensions meeting a committee was authorAgriculture
century and a half of American
•Henry Keller of West •Rockport ing class, Feb. 28: Mrs Hazel Clark and another on unemployment ized to frame amendments to the
history in a feature motion picture
1 Bill, and another group to act as
has procured a 1203 egg electric and Mrs. Connie Gould, Camden; problems.
that runs less than an hcur and
The first was a group of Mem- a “steering-’ committee for the legincubator to take the place of sev Mrs. Evelyn Brown and Mrs.
a half on the screen. More than
eral small oil burning Incubators Gladys Burgess. Hope; Mrs. Ches bers, mostly Townsendites, organiz islation
139 film stars appear as historical
ter Rcbarts and Mrs. Evelyn Ross, ing to push the Townsend Bill, H.
We are expecting a special mesthat he has been using.
characters In the well-knit nar
'Richard Gerry agricultural in Owls Head; Mrs. Mary Spear, R. 1036. The Ways and. Means sage from the President proposing
rative.
Rockport; Mrs. Josie Oonary and Committee has promised consid
It is reported that truck drivers
The picture opens in Colonial
structor ln the Waldoboro High Mrs. Gertrude Hupper, Tenants eration of our Bill as soon as urgent a flat Federal contribution of $30 a
month
to
retired
persons
over
60
who
must coss the Sierra Nevada
times. Venturesome settlers in
School has a small flock cf white
Harbor.
Table
service
and
meal
years
of
age,
regardless
of
other
range
in California must shift ear-.
* America, seeking mankind's second
Wyandottes which are doing very
income,
or how much the State
planning
were
also
discussed.
haven
was
in
charge
of
the
meet
976
times
in a stretch of 130 m:ies
well this year. He has had the
“ chance, build homes and organize
. This is a long step to
ing
on
“
Potatoes
Many
Ways
”
held
contributes
Continuing
the
series
of
“
Better
of
highway.
flock tested for pullorum and his
local
governments.
Founding
ward the principles of the Towns
classification is Maine. U. S. Ap Living From the Farm ’ meetings, recently. Seventeen women at end Plan, and I feel that our ef
' fathers cf the republic are brought
the following ccmmunities are tended They declared the potato
proved pullorum clean.
living to the screen. Patrick Henry
scheduled:
Orff’s Corner, March 11 dishes served for dinner were de forts for the universal Federal pen
George
Washington, Thomas Jef
tropical skie*
Several of the farm bureau com
sion have been responsible for
licious.
ferson,
Alexander
Hamilton
and
munities are planning to send at the community hcuse; East
causing the President to think
James Madison are portrayed as
members to Farm and Heme Week Union, March 12 at the Grange 4-H Club Notes
about
this method, instead of his
hall; Ncbleboro. March 13 at Mrs
personalities in action.
March 24-27
Boys and girls between 10 and original Social Security Plan.
By the magic of motion pictures,
Frank Reed, extension poultry Adney Peck's home. County agent 21 years of age who are interested
The
President
is
said
to
feel
that
historical events are recreated.
specialist, was in the district the Wentworth and the Home Demon in club work and wish to carry on these payments to our senior citi
Spectators sit with the men who
past week and held meetings cn stration Agent, Lucinda Rich, are projects but have no 4-H club ln zens would be a sort of “cushion”
drafted the Constitution and the
management practices at Simon in charge of these meetings which their community or near-by, may to keep up purchasing power when
Bill of Rights. They toil westward
ton's Ccrncr Ccmmunity Hall and are for both men and women. In sign up with the cluib agent as gen the armament boom is over and
with restless pioneers, fight under
at Philip Lee s home in Waldcboro. formation is given cn garden seed eral members. They may, in this older ones are laid off. Purchas
Lincoln’s leadership to preserve the
Harry Waterman cf Scuth Thcm pools, treatment for garden insects, way, compete for individual honors ing power for the people is a fun
Union, andi work with the men who
aston is using the flue ventilating home grown beef; home cold stor in project work, trips and special damental Townsend principle.
built the first transcontinental
system in his hen house and finds age boxes; amounts of different contests.
The unemployment group made
aufdiib i|ou
railroad across a reunited country.
it very satisfactory. He already foods required for a family, ar.d
The Singing Sewing Club of West up the other meeting and is head
canning
and
storing
more
feeds
for
...Miamiawaits youl Bosk in th.
When the last frontier begins to
has several thusand chicks out in
Rockport has reported 10 meetings ed by Representative Jerry Voorhis,
Winter
use.
rr
sunshine
of golden days and the
settle down, the pathway is cleared
his brooder hcuse
Mrs. Mellie Goodale, foods leader on time with 100 percent attend of California. This was set up last
cooling
breeses
of (tarry nights
Three meetings on “Better Liv
for
the
schools,
churches
and
JSL
ance at every meeting. Miss Doro year to study all problems of un
-*”T
A COMPLETE vacation ia yourt
hemes
which
have
meant
most
in
ing From the Farm'' will be held of Boothbay, will be in charge of thy Keller is the leader and Miss employment, causes and possible
Here is Miss Priscilla Brazier, daughter of Mr. and Mrs Forrest Brazier
—at El Comodoro Hotel, easily
next week: Tuesday at Orffs Cor a meeting on Meat Specialties to Carolyn Andrews, the assistant. remedies. It is a non-partisan, of Waldo avenue, holding the family pet, “Gyp.” The young lady looks free America. Industry, science
day
to
be
held
at
the
Grange
hall.
accessible to all activities. Hates
ner Community House; Wednesday
and invention flourish. Man finds
One hundred percent attendance non-controversial group .and in very contented; the dog certainly should.
—Photo by Donald Fogg.
The
dinner
menu
will
consist
of
are
from $2.50 single to $100
cludes some of the wisest and
at East Un on Grange hall; and
his wings. The telegraph, tele
meat specialties prepared, parslied for the year counts 100 points to kindest Members of the House.
double.
Attractive season riles
Thursday at Ncbleboro at Acney
phone and radio make communi
ward the final score of the club.
marines, and the Navy has new SIMONTON
250 newly redecorated rooms
There
were
about
forty
members
Peck's. R. C. Wentworth, county potatoes, carrot sticks, graham
cation
easier.
Automobiles
drive
Of the 41 clubs organized to
witb bath. Our air-cooled coffee
A supper will be served at the along concrete highways. Stream
agent, and Lurinda Rich, home bread, molasses cookies and apple date, 22 have held judging con- .Present, from all over the country finer-mesh nets, which are very ex
sauce.
ahop
is famous for its fine,
pensive.
They
are
being
tried
out
hall tonight, followed by a business lined, air-conditioned1 trains and
demonstration agent will attend.
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